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ABSTRACT 

Essays on Task Assignment and Performance Measurement 

Markus Maedler 

This thesis develops principal-agent models to investigate how imperfect 

performance measurement in organizations influences the simultaneous decisions 

about the assignment of tasks and the provision of incentives to managers. Chapter 1 

provides a performance-measurement-based explanation for job rotation. When 

performance is measured in part with a time lag, then job rotation can be an efficient 

means of incentive alignment if and only if (i) the lag measurement is sufficiently 

strong to exceed a specific threshold, and (ii) the principal can sign long-term 

contracts with the agents. Given these conditions, the benefit of job rotation - a more 

congruent inter-temporal effort allocation - outweighs its cost - a lowered pre-rotation 

effort and a higher wage payment that follow because the lag measurement cannot be 

used in the incentive provision to the agents. Chapter 2 studies congruity with multiple 

tasks and performance metrics when the principal assigns the tasks to either one or 

two agents. I develop a measure of congruity that generalizes and combines the 

measures of Datar, Kulp and Lambert (2001) and Baker (2002) and that highlights 

how the intensity and the allocation of hidden efforts determine congruity. Consistent 

with prior literature, I find that for a given task assignment, congruity increases with a 

greater intensity and a less distorted allocation. However, when the principal 

maximizes congruity between two task assignments, then she may need to trade off 

greater intensity against a less distorted allocation, or vice versa. 
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Chapter 1: 

Job Rotation and Performance Measurement 

1.1 Introduction 

A large body of theoretical research investigates the role of accounting 

numbers in multi-period incentive problems. The present study adds to this body of 

research by addressing with a principal-agent model the question how the performance 

metrics available to a firm interact with its optimal decision about job rotation, i.e., the 

organizational policy of periodic lateral transfers of employees between jobs. That is, 

how, if at all, do the characteristics of performance metrics facilitate or impede job 

rotation? Reversely, does job rotation affect the choice of performance metrics, and if 

so, how? This study suggests answers to these questions. 

The corporate practice of job rotation is used in many industries and 

countries for a wide array of employees across all hierarchical layers, including factory, 

clerical, and management staff.' Two research areas have investigated this phenomenon 

and proposed theories to explain it. First, the management literature commonly suggests 

that job rotation may serve for the development of employees, for the accumulation of 

human capital within the firm, for the motivation of employees by reducing boredom 

and fatigue, or for orientation, placement and socialization (see Campion, Cheraskin 

and Stevens 1994 for a review of these explanations). Second, various economic studies 

1 For example, Osterman (2000) documents that more than 50% of the surveyed U.S. establishments with 
more than 50 employees count job rotation among their organizational policies; Eriksson and Ortega 
(2006) report job rotation for hourly-paid (salaried) staff in one out of five (twenty) surveyed Danish 
firms; Campion, Cheraskin and Stevens (1994) study a firm in which rotation affects "all employees to 
varying degrees" and show for an employee sample one rotation on average every 2.3 years; and 
Hertzberg, Liberti and Paravisini (2007) study a bank with a 3-year rotation rule. 
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explain job rotation as an incentive mechanism in organizations. By acting as a credible 

commitment not to hold up the agent against his own actions later on, job rotation 

allows a principal to elicit more effort from an agent and to more easily extract his 

private information about the productivity of himself, the job, or both (Ickes and 

Samuelson 1987; Ortega 2001; Arya and Mittendorf 2004; Hertzberg, Libert! and 

Paravisini 2007).2 Job rotation may then also improve the contracting with the 

uninformed incoming agent (Arya and Mittendorf 2004; Prescott and Townsend 2006). 

Common to these economic studies is the assumption that employee 

contribution to firm value is readily observable and immediately measurable. As often 

argued (e.g. Gibbons 1998), however, this assumption may not realistically represent 

many employment relationships in which contribution, or performance, can be 

measured only imperfectly, i.e., partially, untimely with time lag, or imprecisely with 

noise. Because these measurement characteristics are inherent to accounting 

information, a large accounting literature extensively researches how they impact 

organizational planning activities (Indjejikian 1999), design and incentives (Lambert 

2001), and policies and practices (Rajan and Reichelstein 2004). To the best of my 

knowledge, though, this literature has not yet explicitly addressed job rotation, although 

it is a policy with a planning character and has a documented incentive role. Thus, a 

formal analysis that integrates job rotation and imperfect performance measurement 

appears warranted, with the objective to better understand how a firm's rotation policy 

and its accounting system possibly interact. 

2 These explanations relate to the ratchet effect, whereby an agent inefficiently withholds effort in the first 
period such that he cannot be held later against a higher standard. Ickes and Samuelson (1987) explicitly 
refer to the ratchet effect and the other mentioned authors appeal implicitly to it. 
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I consider a two-period linear-exponential-normal (LEN) model with a 

single productive task and a single noisy performance metric in each period. The 

principal decides upfront and deterministically whether to assign this task to one agent 

for both periods (job retention) or to two identical agents for one period each (job 

rotation).3 The task may have short-term and long-term economic consequences that 

are imperfectly measured contemporaneously and with lag such that the second-period 

performance metric aggregates a contemporaneous signal of that period's effort and a 

lag signal of the prior period's effort. I assume this aggregation is non-reversible, i.e., it 

is not only impossible to separate the contributions of signal and noise towards the 

measured performance, but also those of the individual signal terms. Such inter

temporal, non-reversible aggregation is typical to accounting numbers frequently used 

in incentive contracting, e.g. gross profit or earnings. Take the example of a manager 

whose annual bonus is based on earnings and consider the impact of revenues. This line 

item may combine revenues caused by same-period effort (e.g. new sales are closed and 

earned according to the realization principle) and revenues caused by prior-period effort 

(e.g. lead times between the initial pitch, the closed sale, and the revenue recognition, 

or return customers with established business relations and periodic purchases). 

I use this model to demonstrate that job rotation can be used as a 

management control tool for overcoming the moral hazard that arises from the 

allocation of unobservable effort to the periods. In brief, job rotation precludes using 

the lag signal to motivate agent effort. This preclusion entails a cost-benefit tradeoff 

3 Modeling one job is equivalent to assuming that the agents are rotated across identical jobs. In such a 
case, the resulting incentive problems are symmetric such that the analysis can be reduced to one of two 
identical jobs. 



that favors job rotation if and only if (i) the lag signal is sufficiently strong, and (ii) the 

principal can sign two-period contracts with the agent(s). The benefit in this tradeoff is 

an inter-temporal effort allocation that is more congruent with the ideal allocation 

according to the marginal products.4 The cost is a higher wage payment because 

without the lag signal, the incentive provision relies relatively more on the 

uncontrollable noise such that it is comparatively more costly to motivate agent effort. 

More precisely, with job retention the lag signal creates an indirect incentive 

of the performance measured in period two on the effort exerted in period one. This 

indirect incentive causes the agent to emphasize the first-period task and deemphasize 

the second-period task. As the lag signal increases, the resulting effort allocation 

becomes more and more inefficient to the point that the agent's first-period effort 

exceeds its ideal level and his second-period effort diminishes towards zero. Such an 

effort allocation, however, causes the principal's profit to decline. The principal can 

mitigate this adverse effect if she breaks the link between the periods and removes the 

indirect incentive, e.g. by contracting on another second-period performance metric that 

separates the two (contemporaneous and lag) signals. Alternatively, she may utilize job 

rotation for this purpose and hereby induce the agent who is assigned to the task in the 

first period to ignore the lag signal in his effort choice. The result hereof is that the 

agents adjust their effort intensities: the first-period effort is lowered and the second-

period effort is raised such that the resulting allocation is more in line with the tasks' 

marginal products rather than their marginal signals. 

4 Congruity refers to how well the ideal efforts can be achieved with contractible performance metrics 
that are possibly distorted. For discussions of congruity, see Feltham and Xie (1994), Datar, Kulp and 
Lambert (2001) and Baker (2002), and for an effort allocation interpretation, see Christensen, Feltham 
and Sabac (2005). 
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However, the traditional agency tradeoff between risk and incentive 

constrains the principal in her decision. Not using the lag signal in the incentive 

provision to the agent means that his wage depends relatively less on the signal that he 

can control and relatively more on the noise that he cannot control. Because of this 

impairment in the signal-to-noise relation, each unit of first-period effort generates less 

incentive pay and the principal finds it more costly to motivate any given level of 

effort. Also, the impairment translates a priori into an incremental cost in form of an 

increased risk premium. The tradeoff between these costs and the benefit of the 

improved effort allocation then favors job rotation if and only if two conditions hold. 

First, the lag signal has a large value such that the effort allocation with job retention is 

very inefficient. Second, the principal and the agents can commit to long-term (two-

period) contractual arrangements, either a full commitment or a renegotiation-proof 

contract. When they can commit only to contracts on a period-by-period basis, then job 

rotation and job retention do not differ with regards to their incentives. This result 

illustrates how commitment to an assignment policy (job rotation or job retention) and 

commitment to the corresponding long-term contracts may interact in organizations. 

With this analysis, I add in two ways to the job rotation literature in 

economics (Ickes and Samuelson 1987; Ortega 2001; Arya and Mittendorf 2004; 

Hertzberg, Liberti and Paravisini 2007). First, I complement this literature's adverse 

selection explanations with a pure moral hazard explanation for job rotation and find, 

similar to the prior literature, that job rotation is an incentive mechanism that may allow 

implementing a certain desirable effort allocation over time. However, I illustrate how 

imperfect performance measurement with lag yields a prediction that contradicts prior 
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predictions about how job rotation affects the effort provision. My model predicts that 

job rotation may induce a lower (yet more efficient) rather than a desired higher (and 

more efficient) first-period effort. The practical implication of this somehow 

counterintuitive effect is that performance measurement with lag may wash out other 

incentives of job rotation, thus affecting the empirical predictions. A second 

contribution follows from the conditions on the performance metrics that the analysis 

identifies as necessary for job rotation. Empirical research documents how the adoption 

of job rotation varies across industries, organizations, and positions in a corporate 

hierarchy. My model predicts that differences in the performance measurement 

technology available to firms incrementally explain this variation. 

My study also offers two contributions to the dynamic agency literature in 

accounting that examines the impact of correlated performance metrics on multi-period 

agency relationships (Indjejikian andNanda 1999; Christensen, Feltham and Sabac 

2003; Christensen and Feltham 2005; Sabac 2006, 2007). First, this literature suggests 

that job rotation is preferred over job retention when it reduces the total risk premium to 

be paid by the principal. However, I explain job rotation as the principal's tool to 

implement a certain effort allocation rather than to save on compensation for risk. In 

line with this argument, my analysis predicts job rotation for large positive values of the 

lag signal as opposed to positive values of the informationally equivalent correlation. In 

fact, as described earlier, my model predicts that job rotation is not caused by risk 

considerations, as the risk premium always (at most times) increases rather than 

decreases with job rotation and a renegotiation-proof (full commitment) contract. 

Second, I present a closed-form expression for the minimum value of the lag signal, 
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which establishes concrete, testable empirical implications. However, I caution that 

these contributions rely on a key difference of my model compared to those in the 

literature. While I otherwise adopt modeling choices that are standard, I parameterize 

the interrelation of the performance metrics in the signal rather than in the noise term. 

The choice among these two parameterizations is innocuous for job retention, but turns 

out to be critical for job rotation: job rotation deals qualitatively differently with the 

incentive effects of interrelated signals than it would do with interrelated (correlated) 

noise terms. This difference and its consequences are highlighted throughout whenever 

appropriate. 

In addition, the study relates to the literature on forward-looking 

performance metrics in the provision of inter-temporal incentives (e.g. Hauser, Simester 

and Wernerfelt 1994; Dikolli 2001; Dutta and Reichelstein 2003). This literature shows 

that the principal can utilize such a metric to fine-tune the incentives with respect to a 

lag signal of effort, irrespective of whether or not the agent remains on the task. Such 

fine-tuning would be possible in the model of this study: the agent internalizes the lag 

signal either entirely (job retention) or not at all (job rotation) and an appropriate 

incentive rate on an additional, forward-looking performance metric would allow for a 

more balanced incentive on the lag signal.6 As Dutta and Reichelstein (2003) have 

shown, however, such fine-tuning would modify, but not mitigate the principal's 

5 Correlated noise terms appear to be more popular than interrelated signals. Some studies prefer to 
normalize and orthogonalize the normally distributed performance metrics (Christensen and Feltham 
2005: 475-476), i.e., to work with metrics with independent means and correlated error terms rather than 
metrics with dependent means and uncorrelated error terms. 

6 With job retention, a negative incentive rate on a forward-looking performance metric may then be used 
to better contain the agent's tendency for excess effort in period one, and with job rotation, a positive rate 
may allow providing a stronger first-period incentive. 
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preference for retention or rotation. For simplicity, therefore, a forward-looking 

performance metric is not considered here. 

The study proceeds with the description of the model (Section 1.2), the 

analysis with full commitment (Section 1.3), the analysis with limited and no 

commitment (Section 1.4), and the conclusion (Section 1.5). Appendix 1 contains the 

proofs. 

1.2 Model 

I model a two-period, pure-moral-hazard relationship between a risk-neutral 

principal and up to two identical, risk- and effort-averse agents A = {Sr, Jr}, all three 

participants being indifferent to the timing of the cash flows, i.e. there is no 

discounting. The principal owns a project with a single productive task in each period 

t = {1,2}, assigns this task to Sr for period one, and decides deterministically before she 

contracts the agent(s) whether she retains Sr on the task for period two (job retention, 

superscript y = 0 on all variables that may vary with the rotation decision) or rotates 

tasks and replaces him with Jr (job rotation, superscript 7 = 1). 

7 An analysis not included here confirms this statement: a forward-looking performance metric adds 
complexity to the analysis, but does not qualitatively affect the main results. 

8 The assumption of a deterministic rotation decision represents that job rotation is a planned 
organizational policy; it is common to job rotation studies (Ickes and Samuelson 1987, Ortega 2001, 
Arya and Mittendorf 2004). For simplicity, the analysis also assumes rotation between identical jobs such 
that it suffices to model one task rather than two tasks per period. The superscript^' on the model variables 
is only for notational purposes to represent that a model variable is a function of the productive efforts 
that vary with the rotation decision. It is not meant to have any further connotation, e.g. that the variable 
was only defined for some, or even only the optimal, effort choices. 
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The agent efforts aj eR + are unobservable to the other participants and 

determine the non-contractible, terminal payoff l e i that accrues to the principal 

prior to any compensation to the agents:9 

XJ =b(l + gx)a( + baJ
2+ex (1.2.1) 

where |&(l + gx) ,M e M+ are the efforts' marginal products and ex ~ N(0,ax j is an 

uncontrollable random component.10 The marginal products are strictly positive and 

may differ across periods, which is modeled with the scalar g x e i + . The suggested 

interpretation of this difference is that the efforts' economic consequences persist over 

time and that early effort may thus have greater economic consequences than late 

effort.l' This assumption is not only for simplicity, but also stands for many real-life 

situations of firms. Examples are monetary payoffs that accumulate; strategic decisions, 

esp. in start-up firms; business development; relationship-based sales activities; product 

and product line decisions; skill acquisition by employees; fundamental vs. applied 

R&D; implementation of innovative process designs with lock-in effects; and 

temporary competitive edges due to patent protection, trade secrets, or other windows-

of-opportunity. 

9 In practice, payoff may be non-contractible for many exogenous reasons, e.g. it may not be observable 
or verifiable (Baker 1992) or it arises after the contract has expired (Feltham and Xie 1994). Gibbons 
(1998) argues that it is in general difficult to contract on total contribution to firm value. 

10 Following Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987), all random terms' means and variances are independent of 
the efforts. Also, all random terms take their realizations subsequent to the (periodic) effort choices. 

11 The marginal product stands for an effort's entire consequences independent of their possible temporal 
distribution which may persist beyond the model horizon if the firm continues to operate as a going-
concern. For finite two-period projects, the suggested interpretation of g^is that the consequences arise 
across the two periods, b during the period in which effort is exerted and gxb only subsequently. 
Fortunately, the results and their interpretation do not vary with which interpretation is preferred. 
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Because payoff is non-contractible, the incentive contracting of the agents 

relies on the verifiable performance metrics Y/ e K that are imperfectly informative 

about the efforts and that are reported at the end of each period: 

Yl
J=ma{+el (1.2.2) 

Y( = gYma( + maJ
2 + s2 (1.2.3) 

Here, m e l t and g r e l + are the performance metrics' contemporaneous and lag 

signal of effort, respectively, and st ~ AM 0,cr2] are i.i.d. random components. Note 

three key features of the performance metrics. First, either effort linearly impacts the 

metric in the same period with a "contemporaneous signal", which is for simplicity held 

constant across time.I3 Also, the metrics are sensitive only to marginally productive 

efforts, but insensitive to any non-productive influence activities like garbling or 

earnings management (e.g. Demski and Frimor 1999; Liang 2004). 

Second, in addition to the contemporaneous signal, the first-period effort 

may also impact the metric in the next period ("lag").14 This time lag between the 

provision and the measurement of effort may be due to the real economics of the task 

(see above examples) or the properties of the accounting system (e.g. gY can be 

12 In a slight abuse of language, I refer to the lag parameter gY rather than the product of gY and m as "the 
lag signal". 

13 This simplification and its analogue for the random terms facilitate the exposition, the interpretation of 
the (more transparent) results, and the development of intuition. Releasing either simplification would 
leave the main results of the study qualitatively unchanged. 

14 A temporal distribution of signals appears often, yet with no unified terminology, in agency research, 
e.g. "lead-lag effect" (Lambert 2001), "long-run consequences" (Gibbons 1998), "far-sighted effort" 
(Dikolli 2001), "impact of actions beyond his time as manager" (Feltham and Xie 1994), or "future 
financial outcomes resulting from management's current decisions" (Dutta and Reichelstein 2003). Also, 
in contrast to many studies (Dikolli 2001, Dutta and Reichelstein 2003), I allow that an effort has short
age/ long-term effects rather than short- or long-term effects. 
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interpreted as capturing various notions of accounting conservatism like the realization 

principle for revenue recognition; historical cost measurement rules for inventory; 

accounting for executory contracts; or more general the asymmetric timeliness w.r.t. the 

recognition of "good news"). The parameterization of the lag signal gY mirrors that of 

the difference in marginal products gx above and has been chosen because it simplifies 

the exposition. 

Third, and most importantly, the lag signal links the two performance 

metrics. Consistent with the idea that it is caused by managerial effort and not by 

persistent economic shocks, this link is modeled as a signal term in the metric's 

expectation rather than as a correlation in the noise term. As a consequence, the 

second-period performance metric aggregates two signals. I assume this aggregation is 

non-reversible, i.e. it is impossible to disaggregate and separate the signals, analogous 

to the inseparability of the observed performance into two components according to its 

determinants signal term and noise term. Such inter-temporal and non-reversible 

aggregation is typical to accounting numbers,16 e.g. gross profit or earnings, and 

15 The literature often models performance metrics that are stochastically (correlated errors) rather than 
technologically (linked signals) dependent across time (Indjejikian and Nanda 1999, Christensen Feltham 
and Sabac 2003,2005). Transforming Yj yields 

Zi ~N{mai,{l + g2
Y)<J2) with corr{Y^Z{) = -gj(l + gjf2 

which is (ex-post) informationally equivalent, but not necessarily (ex-ante) incentive equivalent, to Y2
J. 

The analysis will show how this distinction matters for job rotation. 

16 (Lambert 2001: 79) suggests that aggregation is a "fundamental property of accounting systems". 
Arya, Glover and Liang (2004) argue, similar to me, that accounting metrics inter-temporally aggregate 
information "with both summary and delay". Note that this type of aggregation is different from a 
discretionary aggregation of performance metrics for contracting purposes (e.g. Banker and Datar 1989, 
Indjejikian and Nanda 1999, Autrey, Dikolli and Newman 2007). The LEN-framework would allow for a 
mathematically straightforward disaggregation of the signals. The model exogenously precludes this 
possibility because it would in practice arguably be relatively difficult, if not impossible, and 
prohibitively costly. 
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accounting numbers are frequently used for performance evaluation and incentive 

compensation. 

The incentive compensation contracts WJ
A e R are linear in the performance 

metrics, 

n = 4+v{y{+{i-Myi a-2-4) 

Wjr=j(si + viy{) (1.2.5) 

where sA e M. is the fixed pay component and vj e l is the periodic incentive rate paid 

on the measured performance y{. The factors (l - j) andy assure that either agent's 

compensation varies with the rotation decision; in strict application of the 

controllability principle, such compensation depends only on the performance 

measured in the period in which an agent is assigned to the task.17 

The agents' utilities UJ
A from participating in the project are negative 

exponential functions of their received compensation (W{ ) less personal pecuniary cost 

of effort (Cj), 

Ui=-zxV{-r(Wi-CJ
A)) (1.2.6) 

with CARA-risk aversion parameter r e R+ \ {0}. The cost functions are quadratic in 

effort to represent effort aversion and are conditional on the rotation decision, 

17 This assumption is consistent with the job rotation literature (e.g. Ickes and Samuelson 1987; Ortega 
2001; Arya and Mittendorf 2004). In particular, it precludes 5V's wage to also depend on second-period 
performance when he is rotated out of the job. Gibbons (1998) that such compensation arrangements are 
in practice often impossible because it may be difficult to agree on how to measure the long-run effects of 
the agent's effort. Whether this assumption is realistic for jobs subject to rotation policies is an empirical 
issue; to my knowledge, corresponding evidence does not currently exist. 
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Cl=\{al)2+\(\-j){atf (1-2.7) 

Finally, both agents' reservation utilities from outside opportunities are normalized 

w.l.og.:18 

^ = -exp{r-0} = - l (1.2.9) 

Table 1 summarizes the model and Figure 1 lays out the sequence of events 

along the timeline: Nature chooses the marginal products and the signals; the principal 

makes the rotation decision and contracts the agent(s); Sr chooses first-period effort; 

first-period performance is measured; if applicable, (i) Jr replaces Sr, (ii) the second-

period contract is signed, or (iii) both; Sr or Jr chooses second-period effort; second-

period performance is measured; the payoff is realized, and the wages are paid. 

Given this model, the principal's problem to maximize her expected profit 

( I I , with n = (1 - j) • n ° + j • n ' , where Yl1 = Xj - Y,A
wi ) i s : 

m a x { m a x £ 0 [ ^ ] - ^ C i - i r a X ( v / ) 2 } (1.2.10) 

Subject to the incentive compatibility constraints 

aT eargmax^ + ^ E ( ^ ] - C I -\ra^t{<)2 (1-2.1 D 

or 

a1; e a r g m a x ^ +V\E[YI
1]-C1

SI. -\ra2(v\)2 (1.2.12) 

18 This normalization is common to LEN-agency models (e.g. Feltham and Xie 1994; Indjejikian and 
Nanda 1999; Bushman, Indjejikian and Penno 2000) and does not qualitatively affect the results (Laffont 
and Martimort 2002:232). 
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a* e a r g m a x ^ + v ^ [ 7 2 ' ] - C ^ - | r c r 2 ( v ; ) 2 (1.2.13) 

This presentation of the maximization problem already invokes well-known 

findings about agency models with linear contracts, exponential utility functions, and 

normally distributed random variables.19 In short, these findings are as follows: an 

agent's objective function can be expressed in terms of his certainty equivalent; the 

participation constraints bind at the optimum; and an agent's wage is the sum of his 

cost function and a premium to compensate for the absorption of risk (see e.g. Bolton 

and Dewatripont 2005: 130, 138; Salanie 2005: 122, 125). 

Two further comments about the maximization problem appear appropriate. 

First, the objective (1.2.10) is expressed in nested form: the principal first chooses the 

contract parameters that locally maximize her profit given either rotation decision 

j e {0,1}, and then selects that decision alternative that globally results in the greater 

profit, i.e. j* = maxin0,!!1 J. This nested solution approach is equivalent to the 

simultaneous maximization over all the principal's decision variables \j,sJ
Sr,s

J
Jr,v(,vJ

2\, 

and I follow it throughout my analysis.20 Second, three incentive compatibility 

constraints are listed. These constraints assure that the agents optimally choose as their 

best responses to observed contract parameters efforts that maximize their certainty 

equivalents. (1.2.11) does so for job retention, and (1.2.12) and (1.2.13) together do so 

for the case of job rotation. 

19 The analysis assumes an ex-ante perspective throughout and addresses all model variables in 
expectation. Thus, for simplicity of presentation, expectations operators are suppressed from hereon. 

20 Because j* = max j IT0, IT1}, it follows that max X - / ^ WA= max j max X' - ^ WJ ) . 
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1.3 Analysis with Full Commitment 

This section presents the principal's problem assuming full commitment of 

the participants to two-period contracts. I characterize the principal's first-best solution, 

then the second-best solutions with job rotation and job retention, and then the solution 

for the optimal choice between these two alternatives. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the 

main results, Figures 2 to 4 depict them graphically, and Appendix 1 contains the 

proofs. 

Consider first the regime in which the agent efforts are verifiable ("first-

best") such that the principal's problem in (1.2.10) is not constrained by any incentive 

compatibility considerations. 

Lemma 1.1: First-Best Regime (labeled with a "hat"). The solution is independent of 

the rotation decision such that the principal is indifferent between job retention and job 

rotation: 

i. The agents' optimal effort choices are: 

a{=b{\ + gx) (1.3.1) 

a2=b (1.3.2) 

ii. The optimal wage contracts that induce these efforts are fixed salaries 

contingent on the optimal effort choices and zero otherwise: 

WA=sA=CA(at),VA (1.3.3) 

Hi. The principal's expected first-best profit is: 

tl = \b2 (\ + gxf+l (1.3.4) 
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The principal instructs the agent(s) to choose the efforts equal to their 

marginal products, which implies a relative allocation of a, /d2~\ + gx, and pays him 

(them) effort-contingent fixed salaries equal to the marginal effort cost. This first-best 

solution confirms the prior literature and constitutes the benchmark for the following 

analysis which I begin with the case of job rotation: 

Lemma 1.2: Job Rotation Regime (/=/). If the principal commits to job rotation, the 

solution is: 

i. The agents' optimal effort choices are: 

a{*=mv^ (1.3.5) 

a\ =mvl
2 (1.3.6) 

ii. The optimal incentive rates in the wage contracts that induce these efforts are: 

v;* = * ( 1
2

+ g > (i.3.7) 
m +rcr 

m + ra 

Hi. The principal's expected profit is: 

IT1* = aft (1.3.9) 

where the parameter a e ( 0 , l ) is defined as 

2 

cc=^^—r- (1.3.10) 
m +ra 
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The Lemma describes that with job rotation, the lag signal does not affect 

the principal's incentive problem. The effort choices depend solely on their 

contemporaneous impacts on the performance metrics such that the principal sets the 

incentive rates independent of the lag signal. These incentive rates otherwise exhibit the 

familiar structure and differ only in that the rate on the more productive task exceeds 

the other one by an amount proportional to the difference in the marginal products. 

The explanation for this result is that job rotation precludes using the lag 

signal in the incentive provision and eliminates any possible incentive effect it may 

have. On the one hand, Sr is induced to ignore the lag signal because he receives no 

compensation for the measured performance it generates. Accordingly, his incentive 

rate and his effort are independent of the lag signal. On the other hand, job rotation 

causes that the lag signal affects Jr's contract. Of course, because Jr does not control 

this signal, his incentive rate and his effort are similarly independent of it. His incentive 

pay, however, is based on the measured second-period performance that is in part 

influenced deterministically by the lag signal. Therefore, the principal adjusts Jr's fixed 

salary downwards in an amount equal to the performance that the principal expects to 

measure due to Sr's effort rather than Jr's effort. This adjustment thus amounts to 

-v]*gYmal* and holds Jr's certainty equivalent at zero, hereby just assuring his 

participation, and is the only aspect in which the solution for job rotation differs from 

21 This simple relation obviously holds only because the model assumes contemporaneous signals and 
noise terms that are identical for both periods, respectively. 
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the familiar solution for sequential single-period contracts with mutually independent 

performance metrics.22 

Note also that the principal's efficiency loss is simply proportional to 

I-a.23 The reasons is that while the efforts are less intense than in the first-best 

solution (a1* = aat), which is due to the performance metrics' noise, total effort is 

allocated to the periods without any distortion relative to the ideal allocation, i.e. 

a{ I a2 = ax J a2 . 

Lemma 1.3: Job Retention Regime (j=0). If the principal commits to job retention, 

the solution is: 

?ent 's optimal effort choices are: 

(1.3.11) 

(1.3.12) 

ii. The optimal incentive rates in the wage contract that induce these efforts are: 

vTJ^zM___^_ (1.3.13) 
m +r<r m +ra 

The agent's optimal effort choices 

0* 
a , • 

0* 
a 2 •• 

I 0* 

= m\ v, 

0* 

= mv2 

are: 

+ gy v 2 J 

22 The explanation in this paragraph corresponds to the modeling assumption that the performance metrics 
are interrelated in the signal term. If Y2

J were transformed (see Fn. 14) such that the interrelation was in 
the error term, then the second-period incentive rate would be bm/[m2 + (l + gj)ra2 ] and the 
principal's profit would strictly decrease in gY. Job rotation would then reduce, but not eliminate, the role 
of the parameter gY in the contracting problem: the lag signal's effect on the metrics' correlation would be 
eliminated, but not its effect on the second-period variance. 

23 The efficiency loss for job rotation simply is IT - IT1* = (1 - a) Tl. As usual, it is attributable to risk 
considerations: if the performance metrics were noiseless (c2 = 0) or the agent risk neutral (r —> 0)), then 
no efficiency loss would result. Baker (1992) shows that the first-best outcome can in general not be 
achieved with a non-contractible payoff. 
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0. _ b(\ + gx)gYm + bm _ gYm2
 0 

V2 ~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 ^1.J.1*17 

g m +m + rcr g m + m + ro 

which solve for: 

v?=D{vx;-av{;gY) (1-3-15) 

v°;=D(vl* + (\-a)v?gY) (1.3.16) 

with 

D = (l + a{l-a)g2
r)~

le(0,l] (1.3.17) 

Hi. The principal's expected profit is: 

n°*=n'* + An* (1.3.18) 

where 

MX =\b2a(\-a)DgY[2(\ + gx)-aRgY] (1.3.19) 

with 

R = \-(\ + gx)
2a-l(\-a) e(-o>,l) (1.3.20) 

Lemma 1.3 illustrates how job retention differs from job rotation because of 

an incremental incentive effect of the lag signal. First observe that without a lag signal 

(gY =0), the expressions in Lemma 1.3 simplify to the ones in Lemma 1.2 such that 

the principal is indifferent between job retention and job rotation. This indifference is 

intuitive because if gY = 0, then the two periods are mutually independent and the 

identified incentive effect of job rotation - to induce Sr to ignore the lag signal - is 

redundant. This observation does not hold for gY > 0; in this case, the lag signal links 
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the performance metrics and creates an inter-temporal effort allocation problem: the 

agent chooses his efforts according to the temporal distribution of their signals rather 

than their total signals or their marginal products.24 

In particular, the lag signal creates for the first period what is sometimes 

called an indirect incentive (e.g. Christensen and Feltham 2005). An indirect incentive 

arises whenever an effort generates performance and incentive pay not only in the 

current, but also in a future period that is covered by the contract, and the agent can 

anticipate this when choosing his effort.25 This mechanism is directly observable in 

(1.3.11): Sr's first-period effort a°* depends directly on the first-period incentive rate 

v,°* and indirectly, i.e. weighted by gY, on the second-period incentive rate v°*. The 

created effective incentive (the term in brackets) is greater than the direct incentive v,°* 

and c.p. increases in gY ,26 Consequently, the first-period effort a°* similarly increases 

in gY, reflecting that the agent exerts more effort the greater its marginal return to him. 

Note, however, that there is no indirect incentive on the second-period effort d[ that 

depends only on v°*. 

The initial expressions of the incentive rates, (1.3.13) and (1.3.14), show 

two more consequences of the lag signal given full commitment. Each rate consists of 

24 Similar to Fn. 20, this statement holds because the model assumes otherwise identical performance 
metrics. 

25 Similar to the concept of the indirect incentive is that of the implicit incentive. The difference is that an 
implicit incentive arises due to the expectation about future contracts that may be signed s a result of the 
performance under the current contract. See e.g. the career concerns models in Gibbons and Murphy 
(1992), Meyer and Vickers (1997), or Autrey, Dikolli and Newman (2007). 

26 Note that v2°* > 0. The principal always desires some second-period effort, because of its positive 
marginal product. 
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what can be interpreted as a pure effort incentive rate (the first term) and an insurance 

rate (the second term). The pure effort incentive rates motivate the efforts according to 

their impacts on the metrics. Accordingly, the pure effort incentive rate in (1.3.14) 

considers the additional signal and averages the impacts of both efforts according to 

their signals (Feltham and Xie 1994). The insurance rates account for the risk 

externalities that the lag signal creates by linking the periods: second-period risk affects 

the first-period effort choice, and first-period risk affects the second-period effort 

choice.27 

It is instructive to solve the two simultaneous equations (1.3.13) and (1.3.14) 

for the explicit periodic incentive rates. These are given in expressions (1.3.15) and 

(1.3.16) that separate differently two incremental effects of the lag signal on the 

incentive rates. These two effects are represented by two adjustments to the job rotation 

incentive rates: an additive one (the second term in the brackets) that mitigates the 

indirect incentive caused by gY, and a multiplicative one (the term D) that assimilates 

the incremental signal effect of gY in addition to its risk externality effect. 

The additive adjustments counterbalance the indirect incentive and achieve a 

more balanced inter-temporal effort allocation than the indirect incentive would 

TO 

suggest. To illustrate, take an arbitrarily large value of the lag signal, i.e. gy, —> oo. 

Then, the indirect incentive causes that Sr allocates an infinitely large effort to period 

27 The externality on the second-period effort is only indirect. The lag signal introduces an externality of 
the first-period effort choice on the second-period effort, but this first-period effort choice is in turn 
affected by the first-period risk. 

28 Given that the agent's certainty equivalent is held at zero, any pair of incentive rate and effort in period 
one causally implies another unique pair of incentive and effort in period two. The lag signal and the 
indirect incentive thus also affect the relative allocation of effort to the two periods. 
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one and no effort to period two, which is obviously undesirable because it implies a 

hugely distorted effort allocation and an infinitely large compensation. To motivate a 

less distorted effort allocation with less period-one effort and more period-two effort, 

the principal therefore shifts incentive weight by adjusting the first-period incentive rate 

downwards and the second-period incentive rate upwards. By means of the indirect 

incentive, however, this upward adjustment spills back over into period one and 

partially offsets its original purpose. The principal can thus only mitigate, but not 

eliminate, the indirect incentive. Therefore, job retention does in general not achieve a 

congruent effort allocation: the lag signal provides a distorted incentive to emphasize 

the first-period task such that the relative allocation of efforts, a,0*/a0* = aja2 + 

[(! + 0 + gx)gY-(l + gxf)0- ~ a)gy ] / [ l + 0 + &r)(l ~ a)gr~\, is incongruent for 

almost all values of gY .30 

In addition, the multiplicative adjustment considers with its interaction term 

a{\ - a)g2 that the lag signal creates risk externalities and at the same time adds 

signal to the incentive problem. These two effects have seemingly opposing 

consequences for the informativeness of the performance metrics: in each individual 

period, gY creates a risk externality and decreases the relative sensitivity of the metric 

to contemporaneous effort, while in the periods taken together, the lag signal improves 

29 The principal could avoid this spillover and the resulting incentive problem if she was in period two in 
the position to separate the two signals from each other and to pay a different incentive rate on each. The 
rate on ma[ would be identical to the job rotation rate, and the effective incentive would weigh the rates 
on ma{ and gYma( according to their signal-to-noise ratios (Banker and Datar 1989). 

30 For two exceptions, gr e {0, 1 - l/(l+gx)}, job retention achieves a congruent effort allocation. Also, 
note from (1.3.11) and (1.3.12) that the effort allocation is a°"'/a°* = vf/vf + gY such that it is 
independent of the multiplicative adjustment with the term D, which is to be discussed subsequently. 
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the relation of aggregate sensitivity to aggregate noise. However, consistent with 

intuition, both effects combine to make the incentive rates decrease in the lag signal: an 

increase in riskiness naturally leads to weaker incentives, while an increase in signal 

strength means that less incentive is required to motivate any given effort level. 

The overall impact of the indirect incentive and the two adjustment terms on 

the incentive rates and the efforts is not immediately obvious. It is therefore 

summarized in Table 3 and depicted graphically in Figures 2 and 3. Two key insights 

about the first-period effort compared to two benchmarks stand out: 

Corollary 1.1: With job retention and the optimal incentive rates v°*, the optimal first-

period effort, a® , is: 

if =ciT +ba(l-a)Dgr[l + (l + gx)(l-a)gY] (1.3.21) 

such that 

a,0* > a,1* M allWgY>0 (1.3.22) 

a,0 > ax for all \/gY > gY (1.3.23) 

where the critical value gY > 0 is defined as: 31 

gY=(l + gx)a-1 (1.3.24) 

First, the lag signal causes that the first-period effort is greater with job 

retention than with job rotation. This impact of the lag signal is intuitive because gY 

31 The first-best "hat" notation on the critical value is to indicate that a°' (gr) = a,. 
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increases the impact of the agent effort on the measured performance and the incentive 

pay, which motivates Sr to increase his first-period effort.32 Second, if the lag signal 

(weakly) exceeds the value gY, then the first-period effort with job retention is 

(weakly) greater than the ideal effort. This unusual and somewhat surprising result, too, 

is caused by the incremental incentive effect of the lag signal that adds return-to-effort 

in form of more incentive pay.33 The consequence of this behavior of a,0* for the 

principal's incentive problem is ambiguous depending on the value of the lag signal. At 

first, i.e. gY < gY, a marginal increase in effort is desirable: the effort deviates less from 

the ideal level (recall from Lemma 1.2 that a* < ax) and the principal's efficiency loss 

attributable to the first period decreases. However, once the first-best intensity is 

reached, i.e. gY > gY, any further marginal increase in effort becomes undesirable: the 

effort then again increasingly deviates from the first-best level such that an efficiency 

loss is reintroduced. 

Table 3, Figure 2 and Figure 3 complement these two key insights with 

further details on the periodic incentive rates and the induced efforts. In particular, 

Figure 3 illustrates how the adjustments terms combine to determine the incentive rates. 

The second-period rate is always positive to motivate some second-period effort, but 

the multiplicative adjustment outweighs the additive adjustment for most values of gY, 

such that the incentive rate decreases. The first-period rate is positive (negative) for 

32 With a full commitment two-period contract, Sr is interested in maximizing the overall measured 
performance, irrespective of the timing of the measurement. 

As Dutta and Reichelstein (2003) point out, a standard finding in hidden effort models is that optimal 
incentives usually induce efforts that are less than their ideal level. 
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SY < SY (SY> SY) an(* reinforces (counterbalances) the relatively weak (strong) 

indirect incentive to induce a first-period effort as close as possible to the ideal level. 

Note in particular that for gY - gY, the indirect incentive motivates the ideal effort a,, 

such that the principal provides no explicit incentive in the first period, and that for 

SY > SY > m e principal sets a negative first-period incentive rate to contain Sr's 

tendency to an effort that exceeds the first-best level.34 Figure 2, however, confirms the 

earlier argument that the principal can mitigate, but not eliminate, this excess effort 

problem because gYv°* > -v,0*, Vgr > gY. 

Ultimately, the overall effect of the lag signal is that the principal's profit 

with job retention possibly differs from that with job rotation. This difference is 

captured in (1.3.17) by the term An* which stands for the corresponding incremental 

gain (loss). As (1.3.18) shows, this term is non-linear in gY, which warrants 

summarizing its behavior with respect to gY. 

Corollary 1.2: The comparative statics of ATI* with respect to gY are: 

dAYl/dgr
 >0'f°r V g r < SY (1-3-25) 

a M 1 X <0Jor\/gY>gY (1.3.26) 
>y 

which implies that 

gY !e argmaxAfl* (1.3.27) 
Sy 

See Gibbs (1995) for an example of a career concerns model in which, analogous to the mechanics in 
my model, a very large implicit incentive may result in a negative explicit incentive. 



with 

tfl*(gY) = \b2{\ + gx)\\-a) (1.3.28) 

This behavior of An* is fully consistent with the role of the lag signal in 

determining the agent's efforts, in particular his first-period effort. For gY < gY 

(gY > gY), a marginal increase in the lag signal increases (decreases) the principal's 

profit such that profit is highest when the first-period effort achieves it first-best 

intensity at gY = gY. Put differently, the efficiency loss is smaller the closer the first-

period effort is to its first-best intensity.35 Consequently, the principal can benefit from 

eliciting less of the marginally (weakly) more productive first-period effort. 

Corollary 1.2 puts me in the position to present the three main results of this 

section.36 The first result is about the feasibility of job rotation. For \/gY < gY and at 

least for some gY > gY, the principal prefers job retention over job rotation, which 

follows directly from recalling that ATI* (gy = 0) = 0 such that the initial increase of the 

job retention profit is from the job rotation level. Accordingly, if the principal is not 

constrained in her choice of the performance metric, then she would optimally commit 

to job retention and select the metric with a lag signal at, or at least close to, gY. 

35 However, it is easily verified that the first-best profit cannot be achieved: All* ( g y ) < ( r - a ) n , 
which is the efficiency loss for job rotation. 

36 Recall from Fns. 21 and 23 that these results arise because the link between the performance metrics is 
modeled in the signal term. 

37 This result also suggests that the intertemporal aggregation of signals can be an optimal feature of a 
performance metric. See Arya, Glover and Liang (2004) for a different setting with a similar result. 
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However, because An* strictly decreases for \/gY > gY, the preference ranking may 

turn the opposite way for some other gY > gY that are large enough. This may happen if 

and only if An* is negative, which is possible if the following condition holds: 

Proposition 1.1: With full commitment, job rotation may feasibly be preferred over job 

retention if and only if 

^ > 0 (1.3.29) 

which is equivalent to 

^>(l + gx)
2 (1.3.30) 

r<r 

This condition states that the contemporaneous informativeness of the 

performance metric about agent effort imposes a constraint on job rotation. The 

principal may prefer job rotation only if the metric is sufficiently contemporaneously 

informative, i.e. the metric is not very noisy relative to its contemporaneous signal such 

that this signal by itself suffices to motivate an agent to exert the optimal effort without 

having to pay him a large risk premium. This constraint is formally represented by 

comparing a variant of the familiar signal-to-noise ratio (Banker and Datar 1989; 

Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991) - the LHS of (1.3.30) - to a strictly positive minimum 

value-theRHSof(1.3.30).38It arises because job rotation precludes using the lag 

38 Note the following on the signal-to-noise-measure in (1.3.30). First, the signal term is squared such that 
there is conformity in the units of measure between the numerator and the denominator. This is consistent 
with the expressions of the signal-to-noise ratio in the economics literature (e.g. Holmstrom and Milgrom 
1991; Baker 2002), but differs from the probably more familiar expression in the accounting literature 
(see e.g Banker and Datar 1989; Lambert 2001; Dutta and Reichelstein 2005). Second, to reflect how the 
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signal to motivate the agents and thus impairs the relation of (aggregate) signal to 

(aggregate) noise. This impairment is a priori costly to the principal because she must 

compensate the agents with a relatively greater risk premium although, strictly 

speaking, the performance metrics are not noisier or riskier with job rotation than with 

job retention. The proposition can thus be interpreted as stating that for job rotation to 

be beneficial, this impairment must be only modestly costly, i.e. the agents are not 

extremely risk averse, the metrics are sufficiently contemporaneously informative, or 

both. 

The contribution to the literature is twofold. On the one hand, the 

proposition simply provides a new example in which the signal-to-noise ratio is 

relevant for a managerial decision. This example adds to other decisions analyzed in the 

literature, e.g., the linear aggregation (Banker and Datar 1989) or the congruity (Baker 

2002; Datar, Kulp and Lambert 2001) of performance metrics, and adds weight to the 

relevance of accounting numbers in decision making. On the other hand, the 

proposition presents a necessary condition for job rotation with full-commitment 

contracts. This is noteworthy because prior research suggests that a condition on the 

parameter that links the periods would by itself be sufficient. While Proposition 1.2 that 

follows below confirms that such a condition is indeed necessary, Proposition 1.1 

refutes that it would be sufficient: two performance metrics with identically-valued lag 

signals need not result in the same decision about job rotation. 

noise matters for incentive purposes, the measure relates the signal to the agent's "perceived uncertainty", 
i.e. the noise filtered by the risk aversion, rather than the uncertainty per se. Third, the interpretation of 
contemporaneous signal-to noise is parallel to Banker and Datar's (1989) adjustment when a metric is 
sensitive to more than one task. 
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Proposition 1.2 presents the second main result of this section. It formalizes 

which values of gY > gY are "large enough" for An* to be negative and the principal to 

prefer job rotation: 

Proposition 1.2: Optimal Rotation Decision (Full Commitment). Assume R>0. 

Then, the principal strictly prefers job rotation over job retention if and only if: 

gY>gY (1.3.31) 

where the threshold is strictly positive, gY > 0, and is given by: 

gY=2RlgY (1.3.32) 

Proposition 1.2 shows, and Figure 4 depicts, that the principal prefers job 

rotation if and only if the lag signal exceeds a specific value that is an implicit function 

of the marginal products, the contemporaneous signal, and the perceived uncertainty. 

This result differs from those in the accounting literature that examines the impact of 

correlated performance metrics on multi-period agencies (Christensen, Feltham and 

Sabac 2003; Christensen and Feltham 2005; Sabac 2006, 2007). According to this 

literature, contracting with two agents rather than one agent spreads the incentive risk 

across them and is therefore preferred if it reduces the total risk premium. That is, job 

rotation (job retention) should be preferred for positively (negatively) correlated 

metrics, i.e. for the informational equivalent of a negative (positive) value of the lag 

signal. In contrast, Proposition 1.2 suggests that a positive lag signal may translate into 

39 Condition (1.3.32) may be interpreted erroneously as stating that if R < 0 , then ~gr < 0 such that job 
rotation was preferred for Vgr > 0 . This, however, is not the case, as Proposition 1 implies. 
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a preference for job rotation.40 The reason for this is that in my analysis, job rotation is 

the principal's instrument to motivate productive efforts rather than to optimally 

manage risk. This focus reflects the "central issue" in many incentive contracts (Baker 

2002: 729) and the "primary role of performance metrics" (Christensen, Feltham and 

Sabac 2005), and is consistent with the focus in the job rotation literature (Ickes and 

Samuelson 1987; Ortega 2001; Arya and Mittendorf 2004; Hertzberg, Liberti and 

Paravisini 2007). 

Consistent with this argument, the risk premium in the incentive contract(s) 

is at least for some parameter combinations strictly greater with job rotation than with 

job retention. For example, this is the case for values of gY that meet (gY = gY ) or 

slightly beat (gY = gY + s,s > 0) the threshold.41 The cause for the greater risk 

premium is that because the lag signal cannot be used to motivate the agents, the 

uncontrollable noise terms become relatively more important towards the realization of 

the performance metrics; its consequence is that risk considerations cannot constitute 

the reason why the principal chooses job rotation. This observation adds to above 

argument about the focus of this study to suggest that the principal's decision for job 

rotation is inherently linked to the effort choices of the agent(s) and their productive 

benefits. Accordingly, the third main result of this section is about the effect of job 

rotation on these choices: 

Christensen and Feltham (2005: 461-462) provide an example in which strongly negatively correlated 
metrics can cause a preference for job rotation. However, their example is qualitatively different in that it 
assumes that the contracts of both agents contain both performance metrics. 

This example is illustrated in the proof of Proposition 1.2 in the appendix. 
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Proposition 1.3: The principal chooses job rotation to motivate Sr to lower rather than 

to increase his first-period effort. As a consequence, job rotation always elicits a 

(weakly) improved inter-temporal effort allocation for \/gY. 

This proposition presents the productivity effects of job rotation. Its first 

sentence follows directly from (1.3.22) in Corollary 1.1. Indeed, because job rotation 

precludes using the lag signal to motivate agent effort, it induces a significant loss in 

effort provision towards this more productive task.42 It is worthwhile to highlight this 

effect of job rotation because it stands in direct contrast to the "more-is-better" results 

that emerge in the incentive-based job rotation literature. This literature provides many 

examples of how job rotation may serve to elicit a greater first-period effort from an 

agent because it assures him that his own performance cannot be held against him in the 

future. Milgrom and Roberts (1992: 236) suggest job rotation as a means of avoiding 

the "ratchet effect", i.e. the tendency of an agent to shirk in his first-period effort if the 

measured performance affects his future compensation because it is used as his future 

performance standard. Ickes and Samuelson (1987) formally appeal to the ratchet effect 

and show that job rotation removes the incentive for the agent to shirk with the intent of 

disguising the real productivity of his job. Similarly, Arya and Mittendorf (2004) and 

Ortega (2001) identify that job rotation may serve to more easily extract private pre-

decision information in addition to eliciting a higher first-period effort. Compared with 

this literature, the proposition illustrates how a rather small change in the model 

42 It has already been shown that eliciting less of the more productive task can also be beneficial with job 
retention. Note, however, that in comparison, the loss in effort that Proposition 1.3 refers to is (i) much 
larger than any decrease with job retention and (ii) at any given value of gY rather than in changing 
(increasing) values of gY. 
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assumptions has a significant impact on the results. This suggests that it is difficult to 

establish robust predictions about the effort incentives of job rotation; in practice, 

different incentives may very well have confounding effects that are impossible to 

separate. 

The second sentence of Proposition 1.3 describes how sacrificing first-

period effort affects the relative effort allocation. The discussions of Lemmas 1.2 and 

1.3 have already mentioned shortly that job retention does in general not achieve a 

congruent effort allocation while job rotation does. This argument relates closely to the 

literature on congruent performance metrics (Baker 2002, Feltham and Xie 1994, Datar 

Kulp and Lambert 2001) which is concerned with the contracting consequences of 

performance metrics that may provide incentives that are incongruent with the 

principal's objective in the sense of inducing distorted efforts. Unlike this literature, I 

do not introduce a formal measure of the (in)congruity of performance metrics. It 

suffices for my purpose to concentrate on the efforts because they are what the 

principal is ultimately interested in.43 

This literature suggests that eliciting both a more congruent effort allocation 

and more congruent effort intensities is generally desirable because these two effects 

would reinforce each other. For example, Datar, Kulp and Lambert (2001: 80-81) 

describe how the principal first chooses the incentive rates to motivate the effort 

allocation and then scales these rates to motivate the desired effort intensities. The 

optimal contract then trades off the overall congruity with the desire to minimize the 

43 Similarly, an in-depth analysis of how changing task assignments possibly affect formal measures of 
congruity that the literature proposes (Baker 2002, Feltham and Xie 1994, Datar, Kulp and Lambert 
2001) is beyond the scope of this study and left for future research. 
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risk imposed on the agent. This congruity-risk tradeoff is present in either of the job 

rotation and job retention contracts considered in isolation, but it needs to be modified 

to capture the forces that determine the choice between the two contracts. This is 

because the described effects of job rotation on the effort choices of the agent(s) 

synthesize to a simple argument about the benefits and costs of job rotation: 

Corollary 1.3: Benefits and Costs of Job Rotation (Full Commitment). The 

congruent effort allocation with job rotation is strictly preferred over the (weakly) 

incongruent effort allocation with job retention if and only if it compensates at least for 

the changes in the distortion of the effort levels. This is the case if and only if R > 0 

and gY>gy. 

This corollary captures that in my model, the familiar tradeoff between 

congruity and risk (Datar, Kulp and Lambert 2001) needs to be extended as to include a 

tradeoff between the two determinants of congruity, i.e. between allocation and 

intensity. Put differently, because job retention uses the lag signal to motivate agent 

effort while job rotation does not, the tradeoff in my model is not one of allocation and 

intensity against risk, but rather one among allocation, intensity and risk. Job rotation 

always (weakly) improves over job retention with respect to effort allocation because it 

always induces a congruent effort allocation. This congruent effort allocation, however, 

is not always beneficial to the principal because it is based on effort intensities that, 

when considered in conjunction, may be more distorted relative to their ideal 



intensities. That is, the principal's gain due to attaining a congruent effort allocation 

may be offset by a loss due to modifying the effort intensities. The net effect hereof is 

positive and favors job rotation only if gY > gY. The tradeoff with the third component 

- risk - is then an induced second-order effect. As discussed earlier, job rotation may 

preserve the effort allocation-risk tradeoff, because the risk premium may increase. The 

extended congruity-risk tradeoff can thus be summarized as follows: for gY < gY, the 

principal sacrifices a congruent effort allocation to achieve less distorted effort 

intensities and to minimize the risk imposed on Sr. For gY >gY, however, the principal 

accepts more distorted effort intensities and, most often, sacrifices risk minimization to 

achieve a congruent effort allocation. 

Taken together, the results of this section suggest various testable empirical 

predictions about job rotation. According to (1.3.31), firms are c.p. more likely to adopt 

job rotation (i) the greater the performance measurement with lag, because then the 

threshold may be surpassed; (ii) the more the metric is contemporaneously sensitive to 

effort; (iii) the less uncertain the environment; and (iv) the higher the expected increase 

in measured performance.45 Also, relating the lag signal to the difference in marginal 

products, firms are c.p. more likely to adopt job rotation (v) the less the marginal 

products decrease over time, because the relatively less desirable is an intense first-

period effort; and (vi) the more the lag signal measures the difference in marginal 

product excessively, i.e. the wage impact of the lag signal is greater than the payoff 

44 The differential marginal product then exacerbates this effect. 

45 Prediction (iv) follows from observing that in period two, the lag signal aggregates with the 
contemporaneous signal such that the metric's expected value always shifts upwards given the optimal 
contracts and efforts (this can be verified easily). 
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impact of the difference in marginal product. This observation follows from noting that 

gy > gx • 

The analysis of this section has offered a performance measurement 

explanation for empirically observable variations in job rotation practices even if 

commitment problems are absent. In particular, the results suggest that the inter

temporal properties of contractible performance metrics help explain job rotation 

incremental to real economic factors like the ones suggested in the management and 

economic literatures. In the next section, I address how this preference for job rotation 

is affected if the participants cannot fully commit to their relationship. 

1.4 Analysis with Limited and No Commitment 

As is well documented, the incentive provision is affected in fundamental 

ways if the principal and the agents are not able to fully commit to various aspects of 

their relationship (Bolton and Dewatripont 2005: 377). Therefore, I relax in this section 

the assumption of full commitment and analyze which, if any, consequences follow for 

the principal's rotation decision. 

The section keeps three key assumptions. First, I follow the job rotation 

literature and continue to assume that the principal's initial rotation decision is 

deterministic. Similarly, I remain with the vast majority of the agency literature and do 

not consider randomized contracts.46 Second, I concentrate on two kinds of less-than-

Two recent exceptions of studies that address randomized contracts are Arya, Fellingham and Young 
(1994) and Baldenius, Melumad and Ziv (2002). 
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full commitment that have become standard in multi-period agency studies. On the 

one hand, the participants may be able to commit to a two-period relationship and sign 

an initial two-period contract, but cannot commit against later, mutually profitable 

alterations of this contract ("limited commitment"). On the other hand, the participants 

may not be able to make any contract commitment that exceeds one period ("no 

commitment"). In this case, they initially agree to a single-period contract and then 

negotiate another single-period contract for the second period. Third, I assume that any 

(re)negotiation takes place after the first-period performance has been measured and 

observed by the participants. This assumption is consistent with periodic performance 

reviews or compensation committee meetings and the annual revision of the cash 

component in incentive contracts; it is also common in the dynamic agency literature in 

accounting (e.g. Christensen, Feltham and Sabac 2005). 

I first analyze the case of limited commitment in which the principal and the 

agents commit to a two-period relationship and upfront sign the corresponding two-

period contracts. In principle, these contracts are subject to review and a possible 

revision at the renegotiation stage, at which the principal may offer a revised pair of 

second-period fixed salary and incentive rate. Long-term contracts that last for more 

than one period, but that are prone to renegotiation, are a "very realistic" (Bolton and 

Dewatripont 2005: 377) representation of employment relationships, e.g. due to legal 

institutions or business conventions. Prior literature shows that for any renegotiable 

47 See Bolton and Dewatripont (2005) and Salanie (2005) for lists that include additional intermediate 
versions of commitment. For a recent example in the accounting literature - the principal and the agent 
do not ex-ante sign a contract for period two, but only mutually promise "fairness" and "staying" - see 
Indjejikian and Nanda (1999), Christensen, Feltham and Sabac (2003), and Feltham, Indjejikian and 
Nanda (2006). 
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contract there exists an equivalent two-period contract with an initial design that 

anticipates and preempts the revision (see e.g. Bolton and Dewatripont: 379; Salanie 

2005: 173; Christensen, Feltham and Sabac 2005: 274). Following this renegotiation-

proofness principle, the subsequent analysis concentrates w.l.o.g. on the optimal 

renegotiation-proof two-period contracts. The following Lemma focuses on the 

renegotiation-prone period two: 

Lemma 1.4: Second Period with Renegotiation-Proof Contract (labeled with 

superscript "r"). Assume the principal and the agents sign a renegotiation-proof 

contract. Then, whether job rotation or job retention: 

i. The agent's optimal second-period effort choice is: 

a'2=mv'2 (1.4.1) 

ii. The renegotiation-proof second-period incentive rate is: 

v $ = < (1.4.2) 

First, the second-period incentive problem is invariant to the assignment 

decision. With job retention of job rotation, the renegotiation-proof contract must 

specify a rate v2 that provides a sequentially optimal incentive for period two. 

Therefore, the rate v2 is independent or the job assignment, the effort exerted and the 

performance measured in period one. Second, the rate v2 is identical to the full-

commitment rate for job rotation because the principal designs in both cases upfront the 

second-period contract. As consequence of this Lemma, the principal is at the 
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renegotiation stage indifferent between job retention and job rotation; any possible 

difference between these two alternatives is attributable to the first-period incentive 

problem. The following two lemmas incorporate the first period and present the 

solutions for job rotation (Lemma 1.5) and job retention (Lemma 1.6). 

Lemma 1.5: Job Rotation with Renegotiation-Proof Contract. The solution is 

identical to that of job rotation with full commitment. Limited rather than full 

commitment to the long-term contracts results in no incremental efficiency loss. 

This identity holds because the principal's deterministic choice of job 

rotation dominates her commitment to the contracts. By design, job rotation implies 

that the first-period incentive problem with Sr is unaffected by the possible 

renegotiation of the contract with Jr. This adds to Lemma 1.4 such that job rotation is 

overall unaffected by the loss in commitment. This result is consistent with Fudenberg, 

Holmstrom, and Milgrom (1990) who show that there is no loss to renegotiation of 

long-term contracts if the periods are independent. Notably, my analysis illustrates a 

setting in which the periods need not be independent per se; rather, job rotation causes 

their independence by separating the periodic incentive problems and hereby achieving 

the full-commitment profit even though the underlying link between the periods 

remains intact. 

Lemma 1.6: Job Retention with Renegotiation-Proof Contract. 

/'. The agent's optimal first-period effort is: 
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af=m{vlr + gYv[) (1.4.3) 

ii. The first-period incentive rate is: 

m +rcr m +ra 

Hi. The principal's expected profit is: 

n0r=n'* + Arr (1.4.5) 

where 

mr =±b2a(l-a)gr[2(\ + gx)-agr] (1.4.6) 

With job retention, the principal's commitment to a two-period contract 

allows using the lag signal in the incentive provision to Sr. Accordingly, there is an 

indirect incentive for the first period that motivates Sr to increase his effort (1.4.3), the 

principal anticipates this tendency and additively adjusts the incentive rate downwards 

(1.4.4), and the profit incorporates an incremental gain/loss All' (1.4.5). This gain/loss 

term differs from the full-commitment gain/loss term in that it does not depend on the 

multiplicative adjustment D and the conditioning termi? (see (1.3.17) in Lemma 1.3). 

The reason is that a possible renegotiation precludes that the first-period risk influences 

the second-period incentive problem.48 Overall, because the incentive contract picks up 

the link between the periods, the loss of full commitment causes an incremental 

efficiency loss (Fudenberg, Holmstrom and Milgrom 1990) such that the gain/loss term 

The terms D and R both capture multiplicatively the interaction between the risk externality and the 
incremental incentive effect of the lag signal. Therefore, when the risk externality is irrelevant, its product 
with the lag signal is zero (and D is equal to one) although the lag signal has incremental incentive effect. 
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AIT is weakly smaller than the full-commitment gain/loss An*. Note that there is no 

incremental efficiency loss for gY, for which the incentive rates are identical and 

effectively independent of gY - the first-period rate is zero and the second-period rate 

is equal to the job rotation rate - whether or not the principal can commit to not 

renegotiating the contract. Otherwise, the key observations of Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2 

hold also with limited commitment, i.e. a\r > a\* for Vgy > 0, aa
x
r > ax for \/gY > gY, 

and gY! e argmax All*, although the exact behavior of these variables obviously differs 

between the full-commitment and the renegotiation-proof cases. These differences are 

depicted in Figure 5. 

Most importantly, the behavior of the job retention profit with respect to gY 

affects the preference ranking between job retention and job rotation as it does in the 

case of full commitment: 

Proposition 1.4: Optimal Rotation Decision (Limited Commitment). The principal 

strictly prefers job rotation over job retention if and only if: 

8y>Sl (1.4.7) 

where the threshold is: 

gry=2gy (1-4-8) 

This proposition is analogous to Proposition 1.2, with the exception of the 

value of the threshold. This value differs from that of the full-commitment threshold 
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because of the effects of limited commitment on the incremental gain term: because 

AIT is independent of the term R, so is the threshold g' , and because AFT is weakly 

dominated by An*, the threshold shifts to the left, i.e. gr <gY. These observations 

imply that the conditions for job rotation are less restrictive with renegotiation-proof 

than with full-commitment contracts: job rotation is optimal for comparably more 

values of the lag signal and is not constrained by the values of the contemporaneous 

signal and the noise term. As a consequence, the empirical predictions about the 

frequency of job rotation in organizations are strengthened in the sense that job rotation 

is expected to be the optimal assignment policy for a much broader range of jobs than 

the results of Section 1.3 suggest. 

To complete the analysis, I now turn to the case of no commitment with the 

following sequence of events: at the start of the first period, the principal commits to 

either a job rotation or job retention policy and offers a single-period contract; at the 

start of the second period, she offers another single-period contract that covers period 

two.49 This case allows inferring whether long-term contracts are a necessary condition 

for the prior results that the principal's rotation decision is in general neither trivial nor 

random with long-term contracts and a non-zero lag signal. The following proposition 

summarizes the case of no commitment: 

That the principal commits to job rotation or job retention, but signs only single-period contracts, 
introduces a subtle distinction: job rotation assures Sr that he will not work on the task in period two 
while job retention leaves open whether or not he will be reemployed on the task. Accordingly, I do not 
ex ante exclude the possibility that this distinction may affect the incentive problem. 
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Proposition 1.5: Profits and Optimal Rotation Decision (No-Commitment) (labeled 

with superscript "n"). If the principal cannot commit to long-term contracts, then her 

expected profit is independent of the rotation decision and is equal to her expected 

profit with job rotation: 

n^rT^rr (1.4.9) 

such that she is indifferent between job rotation and job retention for all values of the 

lag signal. 

Absent any long-term commitment to the incentive contracts, the principal 

cannot use the lag signal to motivate Sr's first-period effort, irrespective of a job 

rotation or job retention policy. The reason is that Sr rationally anticipates that he never 

benefits from the impact of his first-period effort on the second-period performance 

metric. For job rotation, this effect is always present and has been described previously; 

for job retention, it arises because the principal either ends Sr's employment after 

period one or she adjusts the second-period fixed salary downwards to account for the 

expected second-period impact of the first-period effort.50 Because the contract is 

designed after the first period, this adjustment incorporates in principle the principal's 

ex-post conjecture rather than her ex-ante rational expectation about the first-period 

effort. This distinction, of course, is irrelevant in equilibrium: Sr has no incentive to 

Assume to the contrary that Sr considers a greater (long-term commitment) first-period effort. Because 
first-period wage does not completely compensate for the incremental cost of such effort, Sr would accept 
a negative first-period certainty equivalent in the expectation of a positive second-period certainty 
equivalent. The principal, however, then decides for employing Jr in period two, because she must 
compensate him only for the second-period effort and not also for the shortfall in first-period certainty 
equivalent. Anticipating this decision, Sr never choose the more costly effort. 
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deviate from his ex-ante optimal effort and the principal and Jr do not have any reason 

to conjecture otherwise. 

As a consequence, the no-commitment profits are identical to the "full-

commitment job rotation profit. Compared to limited commitment, no commitment 

hence results in a strict efficiency loss for the values of gY for which the principal 

would prefer job retention {gY <gr), but in no incremental efficiency loss for the 

values of gY for which she would prefer job rotation (gY < gr ). This conclusion is 

consistent with a standard result in the literature that the optimal long-term contract 

must be renegotiation-proof to replicate it with a sequence of single-period contracts 

(Fudenberg, Holmstrom and Milgrom 1990; Chiapporo, Macho, Rey and Salanie 

1994). Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 have proved that the full-commitment job rotation contract 

is renegotiation-proof because it unlinks the periods, while the full-commitment job 

retention contract is not because it preserves the link between the periods. 

I suggest two interpretations of Proposition 1.5. On the one hand, 

performance measurement plays a role in the principal's rotation decision only if she 

commits to long-term contracts. Put differently, firms with established policies of 

signing only short-term contracts should not consider the lag properties of available 

performance metrics in deciding which jobs to subject to a job rotation policy. On the 

other hand, the principal's upfront decision for job rotation or job retention has no 

incremental effect on profit unless she can simultaneously sign long-term contracts. 

The primary benefit of long-term contracts is that they allow capturing the incremental 

value effect of the assignment policy that is optimal for any given value of the lag 
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signal; the secondary benefit is that they preempt the possible efficiency loss due to off-

equilibrium posterior beliefs. 

Surprisingly, the proposition also leads to two suggestions that are 

seemingly at odds with suggestions made by Fudenberg, Holmstrom and Milgrom 

(1990: 29). They conjecture that "the benefits of contract length are positively related to 

... the extent of the information lag" and that "employee turnover in jobs that do not 

exhibit substantial information lags is higher than in jobs that do". My model cannot 

corroborate either conjecture: contract length has more benefits for small to moderate 

values of the lag signal, and the (rotation-induced) employee turnover in a specific job 

is predicted to be greater for large values of the lag signal. For intra-firm variations in 

contract length, my model predicts that organizations tend to sign (weakly) shorter 

contracts with employees that participate in rotation programs than with employees that 

do not participate in such a program. Indeed, as Proposition 1.5 suggests, firms that 

intensively utilize job rotation are less concerned about contract length than firms that 

do not. Put differently, firms that are unable to commit to long-terms contracts may 

more intensively utilize job rotation. Further development of my model and empirical 

tests will be needed to arrive at definite conclusions. 

1.5 Conclusion 

This study analyzes a moral hazard setting in which a firm chooses a task 

assignment policy - job rotation or job retention - and provides contractual incentives 

to elicit productive efforts from the employees that perform the tasks. As a key feature, 

these incentives rely on performance metrics that measure some of the consequences of 
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the agents' effort with lag. In this setting, I show that the principal's decision for job 

rotation depends on how much performance is measured with lag and on the principal's 

ability to commit to long-term contracts. 

On the one hand, when performance is partially measured with lag, job 

rotation removes the incentive for the agent to exert an undesirably strong (weak) effort 

in the first (second) project period. Instead, job rotation introduces an incentive to 

decrease (increase) the first-period (second-period) effort such that the relative effort 

allocation to the periods is closer to the ideal allocation than it is with job retention. 

Because this benefit of job rotation must be traded off against an unfavorable shift in 

the relation between controllable signal and uncontrollable noise in the incentive 

contracts, job rotation is preferred over job retention only if a significant portion of 

performance is measured with lag. On the other hand, these results hold only if the 

principal can initially at least commit to a long-tem contract. If she can contract only 

period-by-period, then the differential incentive effects of performance measurement 

with lag disappear and job rotation is a good as job retention. 

The model suggests some testable empirical implications regarding the link 

between job rotation, marginal products, accounting performance metrics, and 

compensation. In particular, the model predicts a greater likelihood of job rotation in 

situations where the marginal products do not decrease strongly over time, which 

suggests that job rotation is more often observable in mature firms. Also, the role of the 

lag signal in the job rotation decision suggests that job rotation is more frequently 

utilized in firms that operate in more conservative accounting regimes. With respect to 

compensation arrangements, the model further predicts that contracts have weakly 



shorter durations and that incentive rates fluctuate less over time when job rotation is 

adopted. 

Naturally, the model assumptions impose limitations on the results and the 

predictions, which suggests some avenues for further research. First, rather than 

focusing on one specific type of link between the performance metrics, the analysis 

may be extended to include other patterns of links, e.g. accrual reversal or earnings 

management. Second, the model assumes a job that is rotated once and after one period. 

However, it may be a more realistic representation of going-concerns to address the 

possibilities of repeated and of less frequent job rotation, where the latter also raises 

questions about the optimal duration of an agent on a job. Third, the model abstracts 

from possible interactions between agents, e.g. how team incentives impact the 

adoption of job rotation or the preference for within-team or cross-team job rotation. 

Fourth, to bring the analysis closer to the incentive-based job rotation literature, it 

would be useful to integrate multiple information asymmetries in one model. These 

extensions are left for future research. 
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Figure 1. Sequence of Events in Chapter 1 
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Table 2. Overview of the Main Results of Chapter 1 

Job Rotation Job Retention 
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Table 3. Optimal Incentives Rates and Optimal Efforts 
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Figure 2. Optimal Efforts (Full Commitment) 
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Figure 4a. Expected Profits, R>0 (Full Commitment) 
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Figure 4b. ExpectedProfits, R<0 (Full Commitment) 
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Figure 5. Optimal Efforts with Job Retention and Long-Term Contracts 
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Chapter 2: 

Congruity, Performance Measurement and Task Assignment 

2.1 Introduction 

One central problem in organizations is how to motivate individuals to make 

decisions and take actions that are well-aligned, or congruous, with the organization's 

objective. Among the tools available to organizations to address this goal congruity 

problem is the choice of organizational design, i.e., the allocation of decision rights and 

responsibilities, performance measurement, and incentive compensation (Bushman, 

Indjejikian and Penno 2000). How well organizational design can support goal 

congruity depends crucially on the performance metrics that are available for incentive 

contracting, in particular if the organization's objective is not contractible information 

(Baker 1992). Any other performance metrics may only imperfectly measure an 

individual's contribution to the organization's objective and hereby induce distorted, 

incongruous decisions, and actions. It is therefore no surprise that various studies 

research the congruity of performance metrics and its consequences for the incentive 

provision in organizations (Feltham and Xie 1994; Datar, Kulp and Lambert 2001; 

Baker 2002; Budde 2007). 

This congruity literature constitutes the reference point for my study. I 

present a principal-agent model with multiple hidden efforts to illustrate how goal 

congruity may involve a tradeoff between effort intensity and effort allocation when the 

principal can choose between two alternative responsibility, or task, assignments. To 

integrate the choice of task assignment into an analysis of congruity appears to 
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constitute a logical step given that both contribute to organizational design. Effort 

intensity refers to how much of the hidden efforts an agent supplies; allocation refers to 

how he distributes his overall effort across the tasks; and together, they determine the 

congruity of a choice of efforts.51 The literature typically suggests that allocation and 

intensity mutually reinforce each other to determine congruity and analyses the tradeoff 

between overall congruity and risk (e.g., Feltham and Xie 1994, Datar, Kulp and 

Lambert 2001). The present study confirms this complementary relation between 

intensity and allocation for a given responsibility assignment. However, the study also 

shows that these two forces may be substitutes when the principal can simultaneously 

choose between task assignments. That is, the congruity-risk tradeoff may extend to a 

more complex tradeoff between congruity due to intensity, congruity due to allocation, 

and risk. The objective of this study is to shed some light on this extended tradeoff. 

In particular, I exploit the model of Datar, Kulp and Lambert (2001, from 

hereon "DKL") with multiple tasks and multiple performance metrics in which any task 

may impact any metric. The attractiveness of the DKL model is that there are no task-

inherent factors that could cause a priori a preference for one or the other assignment 

alternative, e.g. substitution/complementarity effects (Holmstrom and Milgrom 1991) 

or differences in the tasks' marginal products that depend on the specific task 

arrangements (Hughes, Zhang and Xie 2005). Therefore, the preference for either task 

assignment, the design of the incentive contract(s), and the induced effort choices of the 

51 For example, Datar, Kulp and Lambert (2001: 80-81) describe how the principal first chooses the 
incentive rates to motivate an effort allocation as congruous as possible and then scales the overall 
performance metric to motivate effort intensities as congruous as possible. The optimal contract then 
trades off the resulting overall congruity with the premium that the principal pays the agent for bearing 
risk. 
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agent(s) are determined exclusively by the congruity properties of the performance 

metrics. 

For a more straightforward argument and discussion about the allocation-

intensity tradeoff, I model only two tasks and two performance metrics.52 The principal 

assigns the tasks to one agent or distributes them among two identical agents; at the 

same time, she chooses the corresponding incentive contract(s). This model clearly 

illustrates how task assignment can be used as a management control tool for 

overcoming the moral hazard that arises from the allocation of unobservable effort to 

the tasks that is due to incongruent performance metrics. The reason is that assigning 

the tasks to one agent or to two agents modifies how the agent(s) consider the 

sensitivities, or signals, of the performance metrics to an effort. When both tasks are 

assigned to one agent, then he internalizes all these signals. When these signals are not 

well-balanced, then they may induce a more congruent intensity, but paired with a more 

distorted allocation. In such a case, it may be optimal to assign the tasks to two agents 

such that they internalize only some of signals and choose efforts that are less intense 

but more congruently allocated. 

I use this model to propose a measure of congruity that draws upon Baker 

(2002) in addition to DKL. Both studies build on the original work of Feltham and Xie 

(1994) who develop the concept of congruity for a single noisy performance metric that 

aggregates multiple efforts. With a single metric, an incongruous effort allocation arises 

52 For this version, I widely interpret "allocation" as covering not only the effort choices by a particular 
agent, but also those across multiple agents. This wide interpretation is based on the understanding that -
possibly myopic - congruity on the level of the individual is merely a means to an end that is the 
congruity on the level of the organization. To illustrate, consider a firm with two agents that are each 
responsible for two tasks, all with identical marginal products. The incentive problem is then not only 
how to motivate either agent to equally allocate effort to his two tasks, but also how to motivate that the 
efforts of one agent do not exceed the efforts of the other agent. 
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whenever the marginal signals (the sensitivities of the metrics to the efforts) are not 

proportional to the marginal products (the sensitivities of the principal's objective to the 

efforts). Effort intensity, on the other hand, is then determined by the relation between 

the signals and the performance metric's noise (Banker and Datar 1989). For such a 

single metric, Baker (2002) proposes a useful measure of the incongruity of effort 

allocation.53 This measure is the cosine of the angle between the two vectors of the 

marginal products and the marginal signals. The benefit of this measure is that it 

isolates conceptually the metric's effect on effort allocation from its effect on effort 

intensity. DKL extend the analysis to multiple performance metrics. They recognize 

that the principal can influence the overall incongruity of the agent's efforts by 

appropriately weighing these metrics by means of the incentive rates in the 

compensation contract.54 Their measure of incongruity aggregates the individual 

incongruities of allocation and intensity into one number and is simply the (squared) 

distance between the two vectors of the marginal products and the weighted marginal 

signals. 

My proposed measure of incongruity extends this literature along two lines: 

first, the measure is independent of any particular task assignment; and, second, it 

integrates Baker's (2002) cosine measure into DKL's multi-metric setting and hereby 

clarifies how allocation and intensity determine congruity. On the one hand, my metric 

accommodates alternative task assignments such that it is possible to easily compare 

53 Baker (2002) uses the term "distortion" to refer to incongruity. 

54 The original wording is: "to optimally weight the performance measures, the principal must consider 
more than just the congruity of each individual measure. The incongruity of an individual measure does 
not take into consideration what other measures are available for contracting" (DKL: 81, emphasis 
added). 
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the congruities induced by them within a common framework. In contrast, the literature 

develops its measures while exogenously assuming a certain task assignment, typically 

to one agent. This assumption, however, is restrictive because it does not consider all 

the strategic options available to a principal in managing goal congruity. To paraphrase 

DKL (see quote in Fn.54), the principal must consider more than just the congruity of 

each individual agent's contract. The incongruity of an individual contract with one 

agent does not take into consideration what other agents and other task assignments are 

available for contracting. 

Second, the metric decomposes DKL's measure into its components, 

intensity and allocation, and applies Baker's (2002) cosine measure to the latter.55 This 

decomposition clarifies and extends our understanding about how these components 

determine congruity. For a given task assignment, either increasing the intensity or 

improving the allocation increases congruity; intensity and allocation are therefore 

complements. However, across alternative task assignments, intensity and allocation 

may be substitutes. That is, one assignment may have more congruent intensity but a 

less congruent allocation than the other assignment such that the principal may at times 

need to sacrifice either to achieve the other and to maximize overall congruity. The 

principal's preference for either task assignment - the one with more congruent 

intensity paired with less congruent allocation or the one with less congruent intensity 

paired with more congruent allocation - is a function of the properties of the 

performance metrics. 

55 In a model with a risk-neutral agent, Budde (2007) also develops a measure of incongruity that is valid 
for multiple metrics and that relates to Baker (2002). His measure is thus similar, but not identical, to the 
one of the present study. 
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My study also relates to two other literature streams. The first one is the 

literature that addresses the benefits and costs of alternative task assignment choices. 

Zhang (2003) and Hughes, Zhang and Xie (2005), for example, are interested in job 

design in the sense of whether to group similar or dissimilar tasks into a job. In their 

models, the principal trades off the benefits of productive complementarities against the 

costs of aggregating tasks towards one performance metric and, in Hughes, Zhang and 

Xie (2005), foregone gains-to-repetition.56 Both studies exogenously hold the number 

of agents fixed at two and assume a Feltham and Xie (1994)-type model with one 

performance metric per job that aggregates multiple efforts. The questions of how many 

agents to employ and how to optimally weight multiple, interdependent performance 

metrics to maximize congruity do, therefore, not arise in their analyses. Second, Ziv 

(1993, 2000) addresses how many agents to employ. He shows how the available 

performance measurement and monitoring systems influence the number of agents in 

an organization. I extend his analysis to measuring the congruity associated with this 

type of decision. 

The study proceeds with the description of the model (Section 2.2), the 

development of a congruity measure that identifies effort intensity and allocation 

(Section 2.3), the presentation of a concrete example that clarifies the intuition (Section 

2.4), and the conclusion (Section 2.5). Appendix 2 contains the proofs. 

In Zhang (2003), tasks with differential signal-to-noise ratios are equal-weighted towards "output." In 
Hughes, Zhang and Xie (2005), tasks have differential marginal products, but identical signals in the 
performance metric. In both cases, effort misallocation must arise because measured contribution differs 
from total contribution (Gibbons 1998). 
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2.2 Model 

I invoke the LEN-framework that has been developed by Holmstrom and 

Milgrom (1991) and that is commonly used in the congruity literature (Feltham and Xie 

1994, DKL, Baker 2002). In a single-period, pure-moral-hazard relationship, a risk-

neutral principal contracts with up to two identical, risk- and effort-averse agents, 

A = {FA,SA}, to carry out a project that consists of two simultaneous tasks j e {1,2}. 

The principal's decision, t e {0,1}, is to assign both tasks to FA (t = 0 ) or task j = 1 to 

FA and the other task j -2 to SA (t = 1). Throughout the study, all variables that may 

be affected by this decision carry the superscript t e {0,1} .57 

The agent efforts a'j are unobservable to the other participants and 

determine the terminal project payoff that accrues to the principal prior to any 

compensation to the agents: 

where 6. > 0 is each effort's marginal product and sx ~ Ny0,<j2
x) represents the 

impact of all factors other than the efforts on the payoff.58 

Payoff is not contractible such that the incentive contracting of the agent(s) 

relies on two verifiable performance metrics Y', i e {1,2}, that are imperfectly 

informative about the efforts and that are reported at the end of the period: 

57 The superscript t is to facilitate notation and to identify that a variable is a function of the productive 
efforts that vary with the assignment decision. It is not meant to have any further connotation, e.g. that the 
variable was only defined for some, or even only the optimal, effort choices. 

58 Following Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987), all random terms in the model are independent of the 
efforts. 
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y=T,M+e> viz) 

Here, w(> is the sensitivity of the performance metric i to the effort ay. The model 

assumes m^ > 0, but places no restrictions on the mipi * j , i.e. both agent efforts can 

affect both performance metrics. For example, the impact of managerial actions often 

extends beyond the particular subunit or division within the firm such that the 

divisional profits are interrelated (e.g., Bushman, Indjejikian and Smith 1995). Also, the 

uncontrollable random elements e, ~ AM 0,cr2) are for simplicity assumed to be 

independent of each other, cov[f,,f2] = 0, such that the analysis of the principal's 

assignment decision can concentrate on the effects of the marginal signals. 

The incentive compensation contracts W'A are linear in the performance 

metrics, 

KA=S,FA+M+(1-'WI <2-2-3) 

K^t^+v'y') (2.2.4) 

where s'A is the fixed pay component and v\ is the incentive rate paid on the measured 

performance y\. The factors (l - /) and t assure that either agent's compensation varies 

with the assignment decision. These specifications of the contracts are restrictive in that 

they do not allow including both performance metrics in both agents' contracts for 

t = \. The informativeness principle (Holmstrom 1979) suggests that any performance 

metric that is informative about agent effort should be included in his optimal contract. 

However, empirical evidence suggests that contracts in business practice typically 

incorporate only the metrics that are closely related to the responsibilities assigned to a 
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particular manager. For example, Bushman, Indjejikian and Smith (1995) find no 

evidence in their sample that business unit managers would be paid based on other 

units' profits in addition to their own unit's profit. Similarly, Brickley, Smith and 

Zimmerman (2004) argue that compensation schemes for lower-level managers are 

often based only on the (accounting) performance of their particular unit. Expressions 

(2.2.3) and (2.2.4) take these empirical regularities as given. 

The agents' utilities U'A from participating in the project are negative 

exponential functions of their received compensation (W'A) less personal pecuniary cost 

of effort (C'A), 

U'A=-exV{-r(W^-C'A)} (2.2.5) 

with CARA-risk-aversion parameter r > 0 and cost-of-effort functions that are 

conditional on the assignment decision, 

C'FA=\{a[)\\{l-t){at
2)

2 (2.2.6) 

while the reservation utilities from outside opportunities are normalized without loss of 

generality, 

£/,-«,{,. 0}~1 ( 2 2 g ) 

As a consequence of (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), there are no substitution or complementarity 

effects that could cause the principal to favor employing one agent or two agents. 
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2.3 The Principal's Problem 

Given the model, the principal's problem to maximize her expected profit, 

E[n],is:59 

subject to the participation and incentive compatibility constraints: 

t=0: 4A+Z^[Y^]-C°FA -i^2S ;(v,°)2 > 0 (2.3.2) 

{alal} e argmax sFA + ̂ [ V ] - CFA -\r^{v«)2 (2.3.3) 
{«i ."2} 

or 

t=l: sFA+v]E[Y;]-CFA-±rcT2(vl)2>0 

a\ eargmax sFA + v\E \jx~\~ Cl
FA -\rcr2(y\} 

s\A+v\E[Yiyc\A~\rcj2(v\)2>0 

a\ e argmax sl
SA + v\E\j[\-C\A-\rcr2 (vl

2) 
4 

The principal maximizes her expected profit by choosing the task 

assignment paired with the optimal contract for this task assignment. The agents' 

outside opportunities and the unobservability of their efforts impose the usual 

participation and incentive compatibility constraints, where with t=l, the constraints 

59 This presentation of the maximization problem already invokes the standard result (e.g., DKL) that 
with linear contracts, exponential utility functions, and normally distributed random variables, agent 
objectives can be expressed in terms of the certainty equivalents. 

(2.3.4) 

(2.3.5) 

(2.3.6) 

(2.3.7) 

file:///jx~/~
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must be met for each agent individually. While the principal makes these two decisions 

simultaneously, they can without loss of generality be represented as a two-step process 

in which the principal first designs the optimal contract for a given task assignment and 

then chooses the task assignment with the greater expected profit. The following 

Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 summarize the solutions to the two task assignments: 

Lemma 2.1: If the principal assigns both tasks to one agent (t=0), then: 

i. The agent's optimal effort choices are: 

ii. The optimal incentive weights on the performance metrics are: 

vo = CvOCx•+ral)-QLJ
bJmi){!LJ

mvm2j) 
(EX+rCTi )(EX+rcjl2)-(JLjmum2i)

2 

,o _ (E,vOGX•+r<7 ')~(E,vO(E,'vO 
v2 = 

(ZJ
ml+r<T'){Zjmlj+ral)-(Ljm

ij
m2J)

2 

Hi. The expected profit is: 

E[U°] = -

(Z/ ; 2 / n 2 2 ; ) + 2Yljbjm2j r(jl\ + (Z7^2)(wnw22 - m n m i x f 

(2.3.8) 

(2.3.9) 

(2.3.10) 

(2.3.11) 

The efforts are determined by their impacts on both performance metrics 

and the incentive rates paid on both metrics. In their numerators, the incentive rates 

consider these impacts in order to motivate the right allocation of effort to the tasks and 
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to reduce the risk in the agent's compensation (see DKL for a detailed discussion). In 

their denominators, the impacts scale both incentive rates proportionally to achieve 

optimal effort intensities, but not to affect allocation. The profit expression is not 

readily accessible because of the interactions that the signals mipi * j , introduce. In 

comparison, if the principal decides to separate the tasks across two agents, then: 

Lemma 2.2: If the principal assigns one task each to one of two agents (t-1), then: 

i. The agents' optimal effort choices are: 

a)=muvt, V/ = / (2.3.12) 

ii. The incentive weights on the performance metrics are: 

(2.3.13) v\ 

1 

v2 

_ b,mu 

m\x + ra\ 

b2m22 

m2
22 + ra\ 

(2.3.14) 

in. The expected profit is: 

E[tf] = ±Idt-^T,i = J (2-3.15) 
L J ' m:; + rcr, 

The key difference to t=0 is that the effort choices are not influenced by 

their impacts on both performance metrics, but only by their impacts on the 

performance metric that is contained in either agent's incentive contract. Put 

differently, t=l precludes using the spillovers of task/ on performance metric i, i^j, 

in the incentive provision to either agent, and the optimal incentive rates need not 
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balance the multiple signals. As a consequence, expected profit also in general differs 

from the expected profit with t=0; a comparison is not straightforward given the 

complexity of (2.3.11). 

2.4 Congruity Measures and the Relation between Intensity and Allocation 

This section presents in general terms a measure of congruity that is 

independent of a particular task assignment and that at the same time clarifies how it is 

determined by intensity and allocation. A comparison of this measure for the two task 

assignments then leads to a measure of differential congruity and an illustration of how 

the roles of intensity and allocation change in the comparison between two task 

assignments. Note that following prior literature, the measures are expressed 

negatively, i.e., they give the lack, rather than the magnitude, of goal congruity due to 

the unobservable efforts. 

Proposition 2.1: The following expression is a measure of incongruity for any given 

task assignment: 

5' = l + /l'(/t' -2cos0 ' ) (2.4.1) 

Where: A! is the ratio a| of the lengths • of two effort vectors 

a is the ideal (first-best) effort vector as a function of the marginal 

products: a = b, 

a' is the hidden (second-best) effort vector that is a function of the 

marginal signals 
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and the incentive rates on the performance metric: a' = a( mij,v\ \, 

is the angle between the vectors. 

When designing the incentive contract, the principal chooses the performance metrics 

to minimize the sum of the weighted incongruity and the risk premium: 

min S'Y b2 + rY vfaf (2.4.2) 

For either task assignment, distortions in the second-best efforts relative to 

the ideal efforts determine incongruity and the principal's problem. Expression (2.4.1) 

measures incongruity as the (scaled) squared distance between the vectors of the hidden 

efforts (a ') and the ideal (first-best) efforts (a ) such that the lengths of these vectors 

and the angle between them determine incongruity. (2.4.1) shows these two 

determinants: the ratio X' gives the relative length of a' and thus measures the 

distortion in the overall intensity, and the cosine of 6' gives the relative direction of a' 

and thus measures the distortion in the allocation. Expression (2.4.2) puts the measure 

into the context of the principal's problem and highlights the familiar tradeoff between 

overall congruity and risk: the principal may sacrifice the congruity of the efforts in 

order to reduce the risk premium associated with the uncertain incentive compensation. 

This tradeoff is at the heart of the analysis of DKL who develop it in detail. For my 

purpose, I will mostly focus on the relation between the determinants of the measure of 

incongruity and less on the relation between this measure and the risk premium. 
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The measure 8' is probably best explained by comparing and contrasting it 

to the one of DKL. In a model that extends the one presented here to j ' e N and 

covffj,^] * 0, they propose 8DKL - ^ \b} - ^imijvi j as a measure of incongruity 

that aggregates the effects of the intensity and the allocation of the second-best 

efforts.60 To see that 8DKL incorporates second-best efforts, note that DKL assume t=0 

throughout their study and solve for a® =^l.vimiJ in an intermediate step of deriving 

8DKL. However, as (2.3.8) and (2.3.12) imply, in general a) * a) such that that 8DKL, 

while perfectly appropriate and valid for t=0, cannot (naively) be applied to t=l.61 

Nevertheless, because 8DKL depends on all available (modeled) effort dimensions and 

performance metrics, it can be generalized to different task assignments. 

It should be clear from the previous paragraph that I arrive at expression 

(2.4.1) by generalizing and transforming 8DKL . Expression (2.4.1) is the result of three 

changes compared to DKL that are advantageous because they make the measure more 

informative about the determinants of incongruity. First, measure 8' incorporates 

generic rather than closed-form expressions for the efforts as functions of the marginal 

products and of the marginal signals and incentive rates, respectively. This conceptual 

change makes explicit that congruity refers to effort choices and assures that the 

measure is generally valid for any (generic) task assignment. Second, 8' is scaled by 

60 DKL, too, then show that the principal's problem can be reformulated as in (2.4.2) as minimizing the 
sum of the measured incongruity and the risk premium. 

61 One can arrive at this conclusion also by following DKL's original reasoning with noiseless 
performance metrics. It is easy to verify that the incentive rates (2.3.9) and (2.3.10) minimize SDKL with 
perfect congruity. Instead (naively) plugging (2.3.13) and (2.3.14) gives a strictly positive value for 8DKL, 
suggesting that t=l does not achieve perfect congruity with noiseless performance metrics, despite 
evidence to the contrary (see Lemma 2.3 below). 
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the (squared) length of the vector of the ideal efforts. This normalization allows for a 

more intuitive comparison of the second-best efforts to the ideal efforts in form of 

ratios.62 Third, 5' expands the square of 8DKL and reformulates the terms such that the 

influences of intensity and allocation on incongruity become clearer. 

As a result, S' consists of three terms that represent different aspects of 

incongruity and that require some explanation. I concentrate on X' (X' - 2 cos 0') and 

work my way backwards.63 The bracketed term captures how the measure, and thus 

incongruity, weighs intensity and allocation. Following and extending Baker (2002), 

the cosine of the angle 6 measures how distorted the allocation is compared to the ideal 

allocation. This trigonometric expression for distortion is possible because the effort 

choices are modeled in form of vectors. If the agent over- or under-emphasizes one 

effort compared to its relative importance to the principal as given by the marginal 

products, then the second-best effort vector has a different direction than the ideal effort 

vector, irrespective of the lengths of these vectors. This difference in direction 

represents the distortion in allocation, and the angle 6 between the vectors is a 

geometric means of capturing this difference. Distorted allocations may arise when the 

available performance measurement system does not perfectly represent the marginal 

products of efforts, e.g. because contractible performance metrics are relatively too 

62 For similar normalizations, see Baker (2002) and Budde (2007). Baker (2002) normalizes the length of 
the marginal signals vector with respect to the length of the marginal products. Doing so is appropriate 
with a single performance metric, but not with multiple metrics. 

63 The analysis can abstract from the first term. This term merely induces a level shift such that 5' 
properly measures perfect congruity, i.e., min 8' = 0 <=> a' = a. 

64 A comment similar to the one of Fn.62 applies. Baker (2002) measures the cosine between the vectors 
of marginal signals and marginal products; I measure the analogue that is appropriate for a multi-metric 
setting. 
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sensitive to one effort dimension, and relatively too insensitive to another effort 

dimension. For example, a manager who is responsible for product sales and product 

costs may find it easier to spend his time on short-term cost-cutting than on selling the 

firm's products in the market. Similarly, a researcher whose compensation depends in 

part on project success may spend more time on a R&D project with a short payback 

time rather than on the one with the greater net present value. Also, accounting 

principles may cause that periodic profits fully capture the financial consequences of 

short-term operating decisions, but only partially those of value-generating long-term 

investment decisions. 

The cosine of the angle 0 then summarizes the magnitude of distortion: the 

greater the cosine, the smaller the distortion. If the contractible performance metrics 

provide the same allocation incentives as would contracting on observable efforts or on 

the payoff, then a' lies in the span of a and cos 6* = 1. At the opposite extreme, if the 

performance metrics are essentially useless because they induce efforts that are value-

irrelevant, then a' has no impact on the principal's objective, the vectors are orthogonal 

to each other, and cos<9' = 0,65 Because the cosine carries a negative sign, a greater 

angle ceteris paribus implies more incongruity, consistent with intuition: 

^ - > 0 (2.4.3) 
de' 

Still inside the bracket, the positive sign on A' appears to imply that any 

increase in intensity on the margin increases incongruity, irrespective of the particular 

If 0' G (90°,270°), then the cosine is negative and a positive weight on the performance metric 
motivates value-reducing effort. The likely response to this problem is to contract with a negative weight 
on the performance metric, as might be the case with cost or expenses. Thus, I concentrate on 
performance metric that induce value-creating efforts such that cos 0' > 0. 
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allocation. This is, however, only a partial and incomplete conclusion that ignores that 

the bracket is multiplied by X'. Taking this multiplication into consideration, the 

following comparative statics hold for intensity: 

dS' 

8X' 

dS' 

<0»/ l '<cos6> ' (2.4.4) 

< 0 » a) < bj (2.4.5) 
da]. 

Expression (2.4.4) abstracts from the individual efforts and considers overall 

intensity, i.e., it holds constant the allocation. 6 Incongruity decreases as long as 

intensity approaches from below the ideal intensity, adjusted for the distortion (which 

results in cosf?').67 Considered in conjunction with (2.4.3), nevertheless, (2.4.4) implies 

that intensity and allocation are complements: increasing X' and cos#' decreases 

incongruity to the extent possible. Expression (2.4.5) captures this relation differently 

by looking at the individual effort.68 A marginal change in an individual effort, while 

holding the other effort constant, influences not only the effort vector's length, but also 

its angle with the ideal effort vector. Thus, (2.4.5) shows the simultaneous effects of a 

marginal change in an effort on intensity and allocation. Consistent with intuition, 

incongruity of an individual effort is minimized when it is perfectly congruous, a'j = bj. 

66 For example, both efforts change proportionally such that a' changes its length along the line that is 
spanned by it. 

67 Mathematically, X = cos 9' is that length for which the orthogonal projection of a' onto the subspace 
spanned by the ideal effort vector equals the ideal effort vector. For orthogonal projections, see e.g. 
Greene (2003). 

8 A marginal increase in an individual effort simultaneously decreases the angle and improves the effort 
allocation. 
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The following corollary summarizes the key insight that increasing intensity and 

improving allocation both decrease incongruity: 

Corollary 2.1: For a given task assignment, intensity and allocation are complements 

in determining congruity. 

I conclude the explanation of 8' with a more detailed look at the factor X' 

on the weighted combination of intensity and allocation. Note that it gives the location 

at which this combination is evaluated such that it alters the relative importance of a 

change in intensity or allocation for the associated change in incongruity. 8' is more 

sensitive to a marginal change in intensity or allocation the closer the intensity is to the 

ideal intensity to start with. To see this, simply fix the factor X' at two arbitrary lengths 

I -X' and s = kX', k e (0,1), but allow the X' inside the bracket and the cosine to 

vary. Then, it is straightforward that d8'/dX'\ = k • dS'/dX'l and 38'/d cos d'\ = 

k • 88'/8 cos 0'\ . Also, the factor highlights in a different way that intensity and 

allocation interact and that they are only multiplicatively separable: a marginal change 

in either almost always implicitly induces a marginal change in the other.69 

Given measures 8' for the two task assignments, it is straightforward to 

construct a formal measure that compares incongruity across the two assignments: 

A marginal change in an effort while holding constant the other effort changes the effort allocation. 
Reversely, a change in the effort allocation implies that at least one effort must have changed its intensity. 
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Proposition 2.2: The following expression gives a measure of differential incongruity 

between alternative task assignments t=l and t=0: 

AS' =(Al - A°)(A1 + A°)-2AAcos0A (2.4.6) 

where XA =|a ' — a°||/||a|| and 6A = ^ ( a ' - a ° , a ) . 

Changing the task assignment has an ambiguous effect on incongruity, 

because doing so simultaneously modifies intensity and allocation. Expression (2.4.6) 

attempts to capture these effects in a form as condensed and as analogous to 8' as 

possible. The change in incongruity can be interpreted as a linear combination of the 

difference in the squared intensities and the cosine of the angle between the difference 

vector and the first-best effort vector. Unfortunately, one cannot readily draw precise 

inferences from (2.4.6) about the sign of Ac)'. This sign, obviously, is of particular 

interest because it influences whether AS' can feasibly take both negative and positive 

values such that the principal's problem is non-trivial: 

Corollary 2.2: Assume that any value c e [-1,1] is a feasible value of cos<9A . Then, 

AS' can be negative or positive: 

AS' e ' ( / l 1 - / l 0 ) (^ 1 +/l 0 ) -2/ l A , (2 1 - / l 0 ) ( / l 1 +/l 0 ) + 2/lA]3{0} (2.4.7) 

Determining the sign of AS' is difficult, because there are a priori no 

immediately identifiable restrictions on cos 6A such that the change in allocation may 

complement or may substitute for the change in intensity, and if the latter, may or may 
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not outweigh it. A numerical example in the appendix provides support for this 

statement and shows that both a negative sign and a positive sign on the cosine term are 

possible even with the optimal efforts. For example, if all elements of the effort vector 

decrease, a\ < a°,V/', then intensity decreases but also the sign of the cosine turns 

negative.70 These observations speak to the "working hypothesis" of this study that 

allocation and intensity may be substitutes across task assignments. Because it is 

difficult (if not impossible) to derive precise, interpretable closed-form expressions for 

these effects with the general model utilized up to this point, I will now first establish 

some benchmark results and then turn to a specific, illustrative example with restricted 

parameters. The first benchmark result is for two situations in which incongruity never 

changes with the task assignment: 

Lemma 2.3: If a] = 0 or if m^ = 0,i & j , then AS' = 0 and the principal is indifferent 

between t=0 and t=l. 

If af = 0, then the performance metrics are perfectly informative about 

agent effort and the principal faces a trivial design problem. With as many performance 

metrics as effort dimensions, noiseless metrics would allow implementing perfectly 

congruent efforts independent of the task assignment. If mVj =0,i & j , then the 

performance metrics are independent of each other such that the efforts, too, are 

70 This is because the sign of the cosine depends on the inner product of the first-best effort vector and the 
difference vector. If both elements of the difference vector are negative, then the inner product is the sum 
of two negative terms and thus itself negative. 
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independent and, therefore, not affected by the choice of task assignment. The 

difference to <rf = 0 is that the presence of risk affects the strength of the incentive 

rates such that the principal can implement a congruent allocation, but only an 

incongruent intensity. 

For a] = 0 and mtj ^ 0,/ * j , however, it can be shown that the principal is 

not, in general, indifferent between the task assignments. That is, a necessary condition 

for a non-trivial analysis of congruity with alternative task assignments is that at least 

one effort impacts both performance metrics: 

Proposition 2.3: For some \bpmjj,G
1
l >, there exist my &Q,i& j , such that AS' > 0 

and the principal strictly prefers t=0 over t=l. In addition, intensity and allocation may 

be substitutes in determining AS. 

The positive relation between intensity and allocation cannot be extended 

from a given task assignment to alternative task assignments. Rather, the principal faces 

an intensity-allocation tradeoff and may need to sacrifices a congruous allocation to 

achieve a greater intensity and to minimize incongruity. Figure 7 depicts graphically a 

specific example that accentuates that this tradeoff exists and how it documents itself; 

this example is also used in the proof of Proposition 2.3 such that details about the 

derivation can be found there. The example assumes equally productive tasks (6. =b) 

and performance metrics that are identical (mn= m22 and af = cr2) except for unequal 
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spillovers my, i*j that are for simplicity assumed to be mn - 0 and m2l = ~^- .71 It 

follows that a° = dx> a] and a\ = a\, i.e. clearly 2° > A,1 and cos (9° < cos#'. Overall, 

S° < dx and t=0 is the more congruous task assignment because it induces one effort 

that is identical to its ideal level and another that is identical to its t=l level. This 

intuition is confirmed in the graph: the distance vector b - a1 is the hypotenuse of a 

rectangular triangle and is hence longer than the side b - a0. The angle 9h is obtuse 

such that the cosine is negative and incrementally adds incongruity. 

This example is representative of a more general set of conditions. The 

corollary below summarizes these conditions and ties the intensity-allocation tradeoff 

to the usual tradeoff between overall congruity and risk in the principal's minimization 

problem (see (2.4.2) in Proposition 2.1). 

2 2 

Corollary 2.3: If m21 •£ mn = 0, then there exists fh2X = 2mn
 m"+m

2 such that the 

principal strictly prefers t-0 over t=l if and only if: 

m1 >r<72 Am21 G(0,OT21) (2.4.8) 

m2 = ra1 A m2l > 0 (2.4.9) 

m2 <ra2 Am2l<£[m2],0] (2.4.10) 

With greater intensity and a less congruent allocation: 

A°>Al (2.4.11) 

cos#°<cos#' (2.4.12) 

71 The results of the asymmetric case extend qualitatively to any non-identical spillovers (m2l * ml2). 
Assuming ma = 0, however, simplifies the analysis and helps building intuition. 
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And 

Ad' <0 v AS'>0 (2.4.13) 

The principal strictly prefers t=0 if and only if ^Tn 0 J > ^ [ n 1 ] , which is 

the case as long as one of the conditions (2.4.8) to (2.4.10) holds. Expected profit, 

however, depends not only on the incongruity of efforts, but also on how this 

incongruity is weighed with the risk premium. Therefore, the principal's preference 

does not change from t=0 to t—1 when AS' changes from positive to negative values. 

Rather, in some situations, the principal may prefer the more incongruent task 

assignment because it carries a lower risk premium. (2.4.13) is intended to capture this 

relation. 

To explain how the intensity-allocation tradeoff combines with the 

congruity-risk tradeoff, I concentrate for simplicity on condition (2.4.8). The principal 

prefers t=0 and combines the tasks under the responsibility of one agent if the available 

performance metrics induce a "moderately" distorted allocation together with the 

greater intensity, both implied by m2l > 0. The larger w21 is, however, the more 

distorted is the allocation and the more suboptimal it becomes to employ only one 

agent. The principal would then prefer to separate the tasks and contract a second agent. 

Separating the tasks, however, precludes using the positive spillovers m2l in the 

incentive provision to the agents and impairs the ratio of the contractible signal of a{ 

from (mu + m2X) to mn while holding the signal of a2 and the noise terms a2 

constant. 



The associated incentive effect with this impairment of the signal-to-noise 

ratio (Banker and Datar 1989) may offset the benefits from a less distorted allocation. 

To identify when the net effect of these two consequences is positive is the role of the 

constraint (2.4.8). The more unfavorable is the performance metrics' (adjusted) signal-

to-noise ratio mfja2 (Banker and Datar 1989) given t=l, the greater is the forgone 

intensity due to not using m2X in the incentive provision to the agents, and the more 

costly is it for the principal to compensate them for the relatively greater riskiness of 

their contract. This is also the reason why the principal may accept for some value of 

m2l < m2], more precisely for some values m2i e {m2X,m2x ) , that A8' < 0 and that t=0 

is more incongruent than is t=l (see expression (2.4.13)). Consequently, the intensity-

allocation tradeoff between two task assignments extends, but does not substitute for, 

the usual tradeoff between overall congruity and risk in the principal's problem. 

2.5 Conclusion 

This study analyzes how the principal's strategic option of combining tasks 

under the responsibility of one agent or separating them across two agents affects the 

predictions about the congruity of the induced efforts. This analysis generalizes and 

combines Datar, Kulp and Lambert (2001) and Baker (2002) such that it is possible to 

clarify how the intensity and the allocation of hidden efforts interact and contribute to 

determining incongruity. The analysis confirms prior literature in that increasing the 

overall intensity and improving the allocation complement each other towards 

congruity for a given task assignment. However, the analysis extends these results by 
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showing that overall intensity and allocation may be substitutes across alternative task 

assignments, i.e., increasing the intensity and worsening the allocation, or vice versa, 

may minimize incongruity. Crucial for how different task assignments affect congruity 

are the direction, the magnitude, and the (a)symmetry of spillovers between the 

performance metrics in the agents' incentive contracts. 

The limitations of the study suggest some extensions. First, the study 

suggests possible tradeoffs between local (agent-specific) and global (across-agents) 

congruity when agents multi-task with either assignment structure. To formally study 

these two types of congruity, Section 2.4 requires extension to more than two tasks. 

Second, congruity is inherently affected if an aggregate performance metric, e.g. a 

higher-level metric (Bushman, Indjejikian and Smith 1995) or payoff (DKL), is 

included in the agents' incentive contracts. How the predictions about the intensity-

allocation tradeoff and the preference for either task assignment may qualitatively 

change when such a metric is added is another possible avenue of interest. Third, the 

designers of organizations have more tools than responsibility assignment at their 

disposal to maximize goal congruity. Extending the analysis to how simultaneous 

decisions about such, other variables, e.g. the monitoring system, affect congruity also 

appears worthwhile addressing. Fourth, the study illustrates how interdependencies 

between performance metrics affect the usefulness of combining or separating tasks 

and, as a result, suggests testable empirical implications about the formation of business 

units. For example, Abernethy, Bouwens and van Lent (2004) provide some empirical 

evidence that interdependencies influence the decentralization of tasks, and my model 
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adds with predictions whether to distribute the decentralized tasks among few or many 

distinct business units. These extensions are left for future research. 



Table 4. Numerical Examples for Corollary 2.2 
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mn 

2 

8 

a1 

r4.5^ 

f4-5! 

< 

< 

> 

< 

a0 

f 4.8077^ 

^4.8077y 

'3.3824^ 

v5.5882; 

a1 

6.3640 

6.3640 

< 

< 

Ml 

6.7991 

6.5321 

cos#A 

-1 

0.0133 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Notes: 
(1) The following numerical values are used: bt = b2 = 5, mn = 3 , mn = 2, m22 = 3, 

r = 1, of = <J\ -1, and /w12 e {2,8}. 

(2) cos#A is negative if all elements of the effort vector decrease. 
(3) cos#A may be positive if some elements of the effort vector decrease while some 

other increase, subject to a1 < a 



Table 5. Numerical Examples for Corollary 2.3 
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m2l 

2 

5 

7. 

5 

a1 

,4-5; 

f4.5> 

,4-5; 

,4-5; 

< 

< 

< 

> 

< 

> 

a0 

f 4.8077" 

^4.6154y 

r5.2^ 

,4-2, 

f5-4! 

a1 

6.3640 

6.3640 

6.3640 

< 

< 

< 

a0 

6.6645 

6.6843 

6.4900 

costf1 

1 

1 

1 

costf0 

0.9998 

0.9944 

0.9806 

AS' 

0.0063 

-0.0036 

-0.0324 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Notes: 
(1) The following numerical values are used: b{=b2-5, mu = 3 , mn = 0 , m22 = 3, 

r = 1, of = <x2
2 = 1, and w21 e {2,5,7.5}. 

(2) The principal prefers t=0, i.e. the greater intensity paired with the distorted 
allocation. 

(3) The principal would prefer the smaller intensity paired with the non-distorted 
allocation, was it not that she also had to trade off congruity against risk. Thus, she 
stays with t~0. 

(4) Note that 7.5 = m2l. The principal is indifferent, but when increasing m2l by an 

amount e > 0 strictly prefers t=l, i.e. the smaller intensity paired with the non-
distorted allocation. 

(2) and (3) illustrate that for cos#° < cos#' and a0 > a1 , there exist some values m2 

such that AS > 0 and other values m2l such that AS <0, but ^ T n 0 ] > ^ [ n 1 ] . 

(4) compared to (2) and (3) shows that the principal sometimes prefers the pair of 
weaker intensity and less distorted allocation over the pair of greater intensity and 
more distorted allocation. 



Figure 7. Example for Proposition 2.3 
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Note: 
For the parameter values underlying this example, see page 75 or the proof of 

Proposition 2.3. 
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Appendix 1: 

Proofs for Chapter 1 

Proof of Lemma 1.1: 

The principal maximizes her expected profit: 

max m a x ^ 0 [ x ' ] - X c i ( a / ) 

Without (i) any incentive compatibility constraint because the principal can order and 

ex-post verify effort, and (ii) any risk premium to the agents because the principal 

absorbs all risk.72 It is then immediately evident that the wage equals the effort cost; 

and the first-order conditions for the optimal effort choices are:73 

dat> 
= 0 =>a(=b(l + gx) A aJ

2=b (Al.l) 

The solutions in (Al.l) are identical for j=0 and j=l, hence the superscript can be 

dropped. Plugging (Al.l) into the principal's objective, the first-best profit IT is: 

n = ±b(\ + gx)al+±ba2=±[(al)
2 + (a2)

2] = ±b2[{i + gxf + i] (AI.2) 

Q.E.D. 

72 Formally solving the constrained maximization with the Kuhn-Tucker method leads to identical results. 

73 In all proofs, second-order conditions on the maximizers are not provided. All second-order conditions 
hold because of the linearity of the payoff function combined with the concavity of the cost-of-effort 
function. 
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Proof of Lemma 1.2: 

The principal maximizes her expected profit: 

Subject to the incentive compatibility constraints 

aj* e arg max s]
Sr + v\E [Y? ] - C\r - \ra2 (v,1)' (A 1.4) 

a1* e argmax^ + V\E\Y[] - C)r -'-ra1 (vl
2f (A1.5) 

By backward induction, Jr chooses in period 2 his effort to maximize his certainty 

equivalent given the incentive contract as well as the actual effort and the measured 

performance in period 1: 

ax* G arg max CEJr {w)r, C
x
Jr \ s)r, v), a\ ,y\) 

= s)r + v\E[Yl\s\ryt,aly\yC)r(a\)-\rcT2(v\)2 

With: V2^[^2 I sXJr'V)>a\ >y\\ = V2 \SYma\ + ma2 ) 

The first-order condition for the optimal effort choice is: 

al*=mv2 (A 1.6) 

In period 1, Sr chooses the effort that maximizes his certainty equivalent given the 

contract and the expected optimal second-period effort: 

«;* e a r g m a x C ^ ( ^ , C 4 j 4 , v ; , a r ) = 4 + v ^ [ ^ l 4 5 v ; , a r ] - C ( a 1
, ) - i r a 2 ( v , 1 ) 2 

74 Backward induction is not necessary with full commitment. I use it merely to capture the intended 
sequence of the events. Simultaneously maximizing the certainty equivalents w.r.t. both effort choices 
yields identical results. A corresponding comment applies to Lemma 1.3 below. 
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with: v\E\Yt \sl,v),a];,y\~\ = v\ma\ 

The first-order condition for this optimal effort choice is: 

i* i a, = mvx (A1.7) 

At the start of period 1, the principal chooses the contract that implements the optimal 

efforts. The simultaneous first-order conditions are: 

b{\ + gx)m-m2v\ -r<r2v\ 
- 2 . . 1 bm-m v2-r<7 v2 

Solving this system of two independent equations gives: 

r 1*1 
v, 

i* 

3. 

b(l+gx)m 
? 2 

m +ra 
bm 

2 2 

m +ra 

Plugging (A1.8) and (Al.l) into (A1.6) and (A1.7) leads to: 

I* =b{l + §x )a = aal 
i* i* 

a, = mv, 

a\* = mvl
2* =ba = aa2 

Where a e (0,1) is defined as: 

a = —m— 
0 0 2 , 2 

*\2 

The expected profit is: 

nr=b(l + gx)ar +ba2* -ZC\{a:)~ircr^) 
A I 

= ±b2(l + gxfa + ±b2a 

(A1.8) 

(A 1.9) 

(ALIO) 

(Al. l l ) 

(A1.12) 

Q.E.D. 



Proof of Lemma 1.3: 
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The principal maximizes her expected profit: 

fw^M-Z.c2W)-WZK)2 (A1.13) 
n .v2 

Subject to the incentive compatibility constraint: 

af e a r g m a x ^ + L ^ P ] - C - i ^ X M ' (A1.14) 

Following the same backward induction steps as in Lemma 2 gives the optimal efforts: 

(A1.15) , 0 * 0 

0* 0 0 

a, =mvx + gYmv2 

and the optimal incentive rates: 

b(l + g x)m — ImVi + gYmv\\m-rcr1v\ 

b(l + gx)gYm + bm-(mv° + gYmvsAgYm-m1v\ -ra 

Such that: 

b(l+gx)m grm
2 Q 

2 2 2 2 *1 

m +ra m +ra 
h(\+gx)gYm+bm gYm 

7 1 7 7 1 

g m +m +rcr ' 

These optimal incentives rates can be reformulated as follows: 

o* »-,/ I* I* \ 

v, =£>(v, -av2gY) 

Where D e (0,1] is defined as 

(A1.16) 

(A1.17) 

(A1.18) 

(A1.19) 

D = , 2 ^ t ^ 2 2 = (a( l - a )g 2 +1)" 
lm2+rcr2 \+aro2g2 V v >°v I 

(A 1.20) 
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For further reference, I also reformulate the optimal efforts: 

cf =a\* +ba{l-a)Dgr[(l + gx)(l-a)gr+\] (A1.21) 

a f = ax* +ba(l- a)DgY [(l + gx) - agY ] (A 1.22) 

The expression for profit follows from plugging (A1.18) to (A1.22) into the profit 

function and rearranging, combining and simplifying terms: 

(A 1.23) n°*=n,, + An* 

Where An is defined as: 

An*=^2a(l-«)Z)gJ2(l + g x ) -a ( l - ( l + gx)2^)gy 

To reach the expression given in Lemma 3, simply re-label: 

2 , „2 
R = l-(l + g x ) ^ 

(A 1.24) 

(A1.25) 

Extension: 

The indifference between job retention and job rotation for gY = 0 follows 

immediately: 

<(gy=0) 

<(gr=0) = 

b(\+gx)m 
2 2 

m +ro 

bin 

mv, 

0* / n \ 0* 

An*(gY=0) = 0 

(A 1.26) 

(A 1.27) 

(A 1.28) 

(A 1.29) 

Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Corollary 1.1: 

Take expression (A1.21) of a,0*. Every factor in the second term is positive such that 

a°*>a\\ V g r > 0 (A1.30) 

Also, compare (A 1.21) to the first-best effort (A 1.1) and solve for gY, recalling that 

a\* =aay (A1.9): 

<^ba(\-a)DgY\(\ + gx)(\-a)gY + \\>{\-a)ax 

^ aDgY[(l-a)(l + gx)gY + l ] > ( l + gx) 

o{l-a)(l + gx)g
2
Y+gY>j;{l + gx)D~l 

Plugging (A 1.20), this inequality simplifies to: 

Such that 

gr=Hl + 8x) (AL31) 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Table 3. 

Period 1: 

Comparing the incentive rates and solving for gY yields: 

Dvx -agYDv2 =v, 
0* 1* rv 0* 1* /\ 

< » V, = V, <=> g y = 0 • A V, < V, <=> gY > 0 

(A1.32) 

Setting v, = 0 and solving for gY yields: 
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£>v!* - agYDvl* = 0 

Comparative statics on a°*, v,°*, and the indirect incentive component gYmv°* of a°* 

show that there exists a unique g'Y at which the indirect incentive component and the 

effort are at their maxima, and the direct incentive rate is at its minimum, respectively. 

This g'Y is given by: 

g'y=gY+Jg2
r+l/a{l-a) (A1.34) 

Hence, lim v,°* = 0 from below. The results for first-period effort follow immediately. 

Period 2: 

Comparing the incentive rates and solving for gy yields: 

Dv\* + (1 - a)gYDvl* = vi* «• 
V ; (A1.35) 

0 * 1* < r\ *• "I 0 * 1* * 
V2 =V2 <=>^ye{°»^} A V2 <V2 ^SY>SY 

Also, v"* > 0,Vgy because in expression (A 1.19), v°* is the sum of two strictly positive 

terms. Comparative statics on v°* show that there exists a unique g"Y at which this direct 

incentive rate is at its maximum. This g"Y is given by: 

g'Y=[jg2a(\-a) + \-^lga(\-a) (A1.36) 

That gr < gY follows from expanding to g" = gy ^ / g > ( l - a ) + l - l ) / g > ( l - a : ) 

Here, the square-bracketed term is strictly smaller than 1 because 
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Jg2cc(l -a) + \ <g2a(l-a) + \. Hence also, lim v°* = 0 from above. The results for 

second-period effort then again follow immediately. 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Corollary 1.2: 

g r maximizes An* follows from the first-order conditions: 

dAIll 
F.O.C.: = 0 

=>(1 + gx)m
2rcr2g2

y + (m1 - ( l + gx f ra2 )(m2 + m 2 )gy - ( l + gx){m2 + ra2 f = 0 

The two solutions to this quadratic equation are 

It is easily verified that the second-order condition d2Yi° Idg2 < 0 holds only for the 

second solution, which is also the only solution within the assumed domain of gY. 

Hence, gY = -Ml + gx) is the unique maximizer such that dAY[*/dgY\ . > 0 and 
'Sy <gy 

DATT/dgJ < 0. Plugging gY into (A1.24) leads to the expression of profit given in 
igr>ir 

(3.31). 

Q.E.D. 



Proof of Proposition 1.1: 

The principal chooses job rotation if she can hereby increase her profit, i.e. 

j = 1 <=> An* < 0. As is evident from (Al .24), An* < 0 is feasible if and only if: 

-aRgy < 0 

oR>0 

That is, 

^>(l + gxf (A1.38) 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 1.2: 

Preliminaries: 

Note that (i) gY > 0; (ii) b,a,(\-a),D> 0, Vg7 ; (iii) R > 0 holds; and (iv) 

AIT (gy) = 0 because of 

[2{\ + gx)-aRgY] = [2(\ + gx)-2aRR-xgY] = [2(\ + gx)-2(\ + gx)\ = 0. 

Proof "if": 

Assume gY > gY. Then: 

=> -aRgY < aRgY 

^ ^ + gx)-^Rgr<2{l + gx)-aRgY 

^2(l + gx)-aRgY<0 

That is, the square-bracketed term in (A1.24) is strictly negative. It follows that: 
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AI1*<0 (A1.39) 

Proof "only if": 

Set An* < 0 such that the principal chooses job rotation. Then: 

=>[^ + gx)-aRgY]<0 

^gY>2R-]j;(\ + gx) 

=>gy>gY (A1.40) 

Extension 1: 

This extension proves the observations on the risk premiums stated in the text that 

follows Proposition 2. The risk premiums with job rotation and job retention are, 

respectively: 

^=i^X(vr)2=(i-«)n" 
t 

Evaluating these expressions at gY gives: 

RP^(gY) = (l-a)rt* 

R 
RP°*(gY) = RP^gY). 

R + 2(\ + gx)rcj2 

Therefore, 

RPl*(gY)>RPot(gY) (A1.41) 

and because RP°* is continuous in gY, RPl* (gY +s)> RP°* (gY + s) for s > 0. 
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Note also that: 

X1* [ax; ,v?) = b2a[(l + gxf + l ] = 2n'* (A1.42) 

X0*(a:\vr) = r+b2a{l-a)DgY[2{\ + gx)-aRgY] = 2Tl0* (A1.43) 

W^(a?,v?) = \b2a[(l + gx)
2
+l] = rt* (A1.44) 

W°t(a^,v°') = Tlot (A1.45) 

Therefore, at gY, 

nl,(gY) = n0*(gY)^xl*-w^ = x°*(gY)-w°*(gY) (Ai.46) 

Also, the gross payoff increases faster in gY than does the wage payment, 

d(xit-X°*)/dgY >d(wl*-W°*)/dgY (A 1.47) 

such that it is not critical to the principal's decision whether the risk-premium is greater 

or smaller with job rotation than with job retention. 

Extension 2: 

This extension provides the comparative statics on gY which translate into the 

empirical predictions listed towards the end of Section 3. The comparative statics are 

based on expanding terms to gY -2R gY = — —-2—-- = —n— 2 such that: 
"i ~{l+Sx) r° m/„2-(l+Sx) 

ogJL = _ i g*m *x) ^ < Q (A1.48) 
dm (m2-(l+gxfra2") 

ugY _ gx,yy sx, , > Q (A1.49) 
OCT (m2-(\+gxfrcj2 
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2(l+gv) (1 + gv) +1 
Y - l ,{y ' ^<0 (A1.50) 

/ f(7 \ / rcr 

21m +ra2\lm2+{l+gx) ra I 
>0 (A1.51) 

>0 (A1.52) 
d2gY 4 m 2 (l+g A . )(m2 +rcr2)(lm2 +(l +gx f ra1 

8gl ~ {m>-{S+gxfra^ 

Also, R~] = ——m2 , , > 1 and -1 > 1 such that 

gY =2RlgY >2gY > gY =^(1 + g x ) > ( l + gx) 

gY=2R-lgY>2gY>gY=j;(l + gx)>(l + gx)>gx,i.e. 

gr>gy>Sx (A1.53) 

Proof of Proposition 1.3: 

The proposition's first sentence follows immediately from (A1.30) in Corollary 1. Its 

second sentence follows from comparing the relative effort allocations: 

% = ( ! + £ , ) (A1.54) 

aV,={\ + gx) (A1.55) 
a2 

/Q*= /'• +~ rr,—\r,—r (A1.56) 
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Therefore, job rotation implements a congruent effort allocation while job retention 

does not, except for the two values gY e 10, (l + gx) - ,|+' , for which the second term 

0* / 0* * i 

in a, J a2 is equal to zero. 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Corollary 1.3: 

It is easy to show that All* is the net difference between the (gross) gain attributable to 

agent Sr performing the task in period 2 and the (gross) opportunity loss attributable to 

agent Jr not performing it: 

Ml* =\baQ* -\b 1* / i \( 1* 0 * \ 
a2 +{l + Sx){ai ~a\ ) 

(A1.57) 

To explicitly highlight how the changes in the level distortions of efforts determine the 

preference for job rotation, I rearrange: 

An* < 0 «• -($-a?) < (1 + gx)(al* -a,0*) 

and expand terms such that: 

An < o » (a2*-a2)-(<32°*-a2) > -(l + gx) (a1* - ^ - ( a f - a , ) (A1.58) 

Therefore, the congruent effort allocation with job rotation is strictly preferred over the 

(weakly) incongruent effort allocation with job retention if and only if it compensates at 

least for the changes in the distortion of the effort levels. 

Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Lemma 1.4: 

With job rotation, Jr chooses the second-period the effort that maximizes his certainty 

equivalent for (i) the given contract and (ii) his posterior belief about Sr 's first-period 

effort: 

ar
2 GargmaxC£;(.) = s2

r + v2E\j2
r \af]-C2 -RP2

r 

The first-order condition for the optimal effort choice is: 

ar*=mvr
2 (A1.59) 

The principal upfront designs the second-period contract (incentive rate, fixed salary) 

such that there is no change at the renegotiation stage. Put differently, the principal 

commits with the renegotiation-proof contract to not using the observed first-period 

performance to form posterior beliefs about the agent's first-period effort and to 

incorporate this belief into the second-period contract. Instead, the principal uses his 

rational expectation about first-period effort in his contract design. The principal's 

maximization hence is: 

vr
2* G argmaxbgxa{ + bd* - C[ -RP2

r 

The first-order condition for the optimal incentive rate is: 

v ' * = ^ ^ = v!* (A1.60) 

Similarly, with job retention, Sr chooses the second-period effort that maximizes his 

certainty equivalent (i) the given contract and (ii) his first-period effort: 

a2 e argmaxCEr
Jr (•) = sr

2 + v2E[7/ | af ]-C2~RP2 

The first-order condition for the optimal effort choice is: 
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ar
2* = mvr

2 (A1.61) 

The principal's maximization hence is: 

V2 e argmax&g^a, + bd2 - C2 - RP2 

The first-order condition for the optimal incentive rate is: 

< = - ^ h - = < (A1.62) 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 1.5: 

In period 1, Sr chooses the effort that maximizes his certainty equivalent, independent 

of the second period: 

a r , 6aig m axC^(^ ,C; |5 ; ,v 1 ' ) = ^ + vr4^]-C;(fl1 ' )-irc72(v[)2 

4 

with: v[E\Yx
r^ = v[ma[ 

The first-order condition for the optimal effort choice is: 

a\* =mv[ (A 1.63) 

The principal maximizes her expected profit: 

,f eargmax£ 0 [x r | < * , v r ] - C ; ( a r ) - C ; ( < ) - i ^ 2 2 : ( v ; ) 2 

Where E0 [Xr \ar*, V2 ] = b (l + gx ) a[* + bar
2 

vi 

The first-order condition for the optimal incentive rate is: 
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Expected profit hence is: 

Q.E.D. 

v[* = b-^^ = v\* (A1.64) 

rr* = i r (AI.65) 

Proof of Lemma 1.6: 

During the first period, Sr rationally anticipates (i) the second-period incentive rate and 

(ii) his optimal second-period effort, and chooses the effort that maximizes his CE: 

a[* e argmax CESr [Wr
Sr, CSr | s

r
Sr,v[,v2,a2) = 

^+Zv;£[^|v;,<]-c;(<,<)-ir(7
2X(v;)2 

Where V* =^-^ 

a2 = ba 

2^v'E\Yt
r |»J = v[ma[ + V2 (gytnal + mar

2*J 

The first-order condition for the optimal effort choice is: 

a?"=m(v?r + grv
r
2) (A 1.66) 

The principal maximizes her expected profit: 

vf e a r g m a x £ 0 [ z n a r , v r ] - C ; « ) - { m 2 X ( v ; ) 2 

A t 

with E0\x
r | ar* ,vr

2~\ = b{\ + gx)a[* + ba2 
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The first-order condition for the optimal incentive rate is: 

r* b(l+gy)m r* ]» i* / A 1 r n \ 
v> =177^r-SrCcvr

2 =v\ -gYav2 (A1.67) 

Therefore, 

a\r = m (f; + gYvr
2 ) = m(vl'+gY(l-a)vi;) (A 1.68) 

Expected profit hence is: 

Tlrt =Tll* +±b2(l-a)agY[2(l + gx)-agY] (A1.69) 

For the incremental gain/loss term, it is easily verified that the first order condition 

dATIr/dgY = 0 has the unique solution 

gY=gY (A1.70) 

Notably, 

tflr(gY) = \b2(\ + gx)
2(\-a) (A1.71) 

i.e., for gY € {0,g r}, there is no incremental efficiency loss of limited over full 

commitment. In addition, it is also easily verified that for all other values ofgY, 

AIT < An*. 

Simple manipulations also show that the key observation of Corollary 1 for the effort 

choices hold for limited commitment. Combining (A1.67) and (A1.68), it follows that: 

a°r = ax* +ba(\- a)gY (A1.72) 

It is immediately evident that a\r > a]* ,\/gY > 0 . Compare (A 1.72) to the first-best 

effort from (A 1.1) and solve for gY, recalling that a* = aax: 
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a\* + ba(l-a^)gY - a, 

<=> ba(\-a)gY >{\-a)a{ 

oagY>(l + gx) 

^gY>gY (A1.73) 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 1.4: 

Anr*=±b2(l-a)agY[2(l + gx)-agY]<0^2(l + gx)-agY<0 

<^2gY<gY (A1.74) 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 1.5: 

In period 2, the principal maximizes her expected profit, conditional on the equilibrium 

first-period effort choice a[n and the equilibrium posterior belief(s) a{": 

maxEx \X
J ~ Vwj \ af 1 (Al .75) 

Subject to: 

< eargmaxC^(W"A,CA \s"A2,v%a{\y[) (A1.76) 

a'{ 

CE"A(w"A,CA\s"A2,v:,aJ;,fx) = 0 (A1.77) 

where 

CE"A(W:,C"A \s"A2,v:,a'l
r,y:) = (s"M +v1>;) + ̂ 2 + V"2E[Y2- I v;Xr,y?]-\(4)2 -iro-2(v-2f 

vn
2E[Y2

n | .] = vn
2\gYman

x +ma2) 
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By backward induction, the first-order condition for the agent's (Sr or Jr) optimal effort 

choice is: 

af=mv2" (A 1.78) 

Plugging the optimal effort from (A 1.78) into the participation constraint (A 1.77), it 

can easily be verified that the optimal second-period fixed salary incorporates a 

downward adjustment for the second-period incentive pay that is generated by the lag 

signal: 

s? = ±ra2(v"2f -l(a"2'f-v^ma, (A1.79) 

such that the optimal second-period wage preserves the familiar structural form of cost-

of-effort reimbursement plus risk premium: 

W2"=S;r2+v"2E[Y2" Iv:,a t,y:] 
(A1.80) 

= \rcr\v"2) +{(K) 

Plugging (A1.78) to (A1.80) into the objective function, the first-order condition for the 

optimal incentive rate is: 

dYIn
2/dv"\ ,=bm-rcr2v" -m2v"2 = 0 => v"* = -J**-? (A1.81) 

Note that the solution for period 2 is (i) independent of the rotation decision such that 

the superscript j can be dropped and (ii) identical to the solution for job rotation with 

full commitment (Lemma 2). 

In period 1, the principal maximizes her expected profit, conditional on the expected 

second-period solution as of above: 



maxEn >'-E^i<] 

Subject to: 

an
x e argmaxCE"A (wn

A,Cn
A \ sA2,v"2,a"2) 

CE"A(w:,C:\sA2y2,a"2) = 0 

where 
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(A1.82) 

(A1.83) 

(A 1.84) 

vn
2E[Y2

n | . ] = v"2 (gYmaf + man
2) 

Here, the certainty equivalent is shown to be independent of the lag signal term. This is 

so because the anticipated adjustment to the second-period fixed salary (see (A 1.79)) 

causes that this term drops out of the certainty equivalent, even in the case of job 

retention. 

Again by backward induction, the first-order condition for SV's optimal effort choice is: 

(A1.85) ax = mvx 

As is easily verified, the expected first-period wage thus also shows the familiar 

structure: 

^=42+v2^[72"|v;,a,,y]"] 
(A 1.86) 

And plugging (A 1.85) and (A 1.86) into the objective function, the first-order condition 

for the optimal incentive rate is: 

n* b(1+8x)m 

(A 1.87) 
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Therefore, the first-period incentive problem is identical for job rotation and job 

retention. Also, it is identical to the problem of job rotation with full commitment: the 

lack of commitment to Jr's second-period contract does not affect Sr's first-period 

contract: 

Solving for total profit, it can be confirmed that: 

n ^ l f ^ n 1 * (A1.88) 

Q.E.D. 
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Appendix 2: 

Proofs for Chapter 2 

Proof of Lemma 2.1: 

The principal maximizes her expected profit E[Tl]: 

maxE[x°yE[w°A] (A2.1) 

subject to: 

{a,0,fl2
0} e argmax ^ + 2 , Z / ^ f l y _ i Z y - a ' -T r Z/ v ' ° " ' 2 (A2-3) 

{01.02} 

By backward induction, the first-order conditions for the agent's optimal effort choices 

from (A2.3) are: 

« y = Z , » V ; . , V / (A2.4) 

As usual, the participation constraint (A2.2) binds at the optimum such that the 

expected wage is: 

The principal's problem reduces to: 

n 5 x Z,v; - iZ , (« ; ) 2 - i ' - z ,^ 2 (A2-6) 

The first-order conditions for the optimal weights in the incentive contract are: 



I l l 

.0 Z / / m i / Z.;
mi./",2./ ..0 

v = ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ _ i _ _ v (A2.7) 

0 E/*/m2j Z/mUm2y 0 j — i i -y 
2 Z.,m2./+'"(T2 Z ^ ^ ' 

V2 = V I2 , r - V J . ^ Vl ( A 2 - 8 ) 

The solutions to these two simultaneous equations are: 

(Zy4 +re7?)[Zjmli +ra' )-(EymU'"2;) 
(A2.9) 

(Zy"1! / +r<Jl2 ) ( Z , w2y +r<J2 )-(Z./mVmV) 

After some computations, one arrives at: 

r 0n _ 1 [(z/H)+2ny^^j}^+[(Zy^j)+2n/>^]"^+(z/j)("ii"»2-"i^»)2,i2 n) 
^ J~2 (z^wMirWiHz,".^)2 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 2.2: 

The principal maximizes her expected profit E[ll]: 

m a x i ^ X 1 ] - ^ ^ ' ] (A2.12) 

subject to: 

4A + ^.myjOj -\a\-\rv\cj\ > 0 (A2.13) 

a\ e argmax sx
FA + v, ^ ./w, .a. -\a\~\rvWl (A2.14) 

and subject to: 

4 + v ^ [ 7 2 ' ] - C ] , - { r a 2 ( v ' ) 2 > 0 (A2.15) 

file://-/a/-/rv/cj/
file://-/a/~/
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a\ argmax s\A + v2V ,m2ja, -\a2
2 -\rv\cj\ (A2.16) 

Performing steps parallel to those in Lemma 1,1 find: 

a)=mHvt,Vj = i (A2.17) 

vl=-^r (A2.18) 

vi _h^_ (A2.19) 

The expected profit is: 

4n,Ml,;&-;=> <A2M> 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 2.1: 

A standard result in LEN models is that given the participation and incentive 

compatibility constraints, the expected wage can be expressed as the sum of the 

disutility of the optimal effort(s) and the risk premium (RP): 

E[wfcCA((tJ)-RP'A (A2.21) 

Because efforts are independent and performance metrics are stochastically 

independent, expected wages are additive such that it is possible to rewrite the 

principal's maximization problem for a given task assignment as: 

m a x i ? [ x ' ] - X , ^ ( a ; . ) - X , ^ (A2.22) 

Given this result, DKL reformulate the principal's objective function as follows: 

file://-/rv/cj/
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=ii,(2*A-o;±»;)-i'Z,^ 

(A2.23) 

The first term in the bracket represents the ideal (first-best) profit (the ideal effort is 

given by ay. = b.). The second term can be interpreted as a summary measure of the 

incongruity of the second-best efforts because it captures in one aggregate number the 

relation between them and the ideal efforts. Note that DKL perform this reformulation 

already with the optimal effort a° =^l.vjmlj in place of the effort variable a. (DKL, 

proof of Proposition 2). Therefore, their measure is ^ (^ _ X , vimv) ' w r n c n ~~ 

anticipating Lemma 1 below - assumes the assignment of all tasks to one agent. 

Because ^ .{pj - a}) is a summary measure, one has to rely on a verbal argument to 

analyze and to explain the determinants of incongruity, i.e. intensity and allocation. To 

allow for such an analysis, expand the square: 

Xj(bj-ajf=X,A2+Z/J ~ 2 I M (A 2-2 4) 

Scaling (A2.24) such that its first term is equal to one and relabeling gives: 

«* = £ , ( * , - ^ lY.fi = 1 + (lh'll/l|a||)(|h'||/!N|-2cos6-') (A2.25) 

Where a, a' are the vectors of the ideal efforts and the second-best efforts, respectively; 

||«|| denotes the length of these vectors; and 0' = ^fa ' ,a j is the angle between them. 

Relabeling A' = ( | a ' | / | a | ) leads to the expression given in the proposition. 

http://lY.fi


Also, (A2.23) directly implies that (A2.22) can be equivalently expressed as: 

mm 
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(A2.26) 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Corollary 2.1: 

I prove here the comparative statics results given in the text; the corollary then follows 

dcos#' 
directly from them. The gradient vector of 5', assuming that ——— = 0, is:to the 

dX 

angle 0' is: 

fxs:tl*nt\ f r,T~:.-nt \ -2X'sm6' dS'/de' 
dS'/dA')~[2(A' -cos0') 

(A2.27) 

The first element in (A2.27) is positive as long as we allow to measure angles 

clockwise and counterclockwise, as I will assume throughout w.l.o.g.. The first order 

conditions are: 

a'cir./?'^ f n ^ (aina'\ f n A (&\ (ti\ 
(A2.28) 

The Hessian matrix, evaluated at the first-order condition (A2.28) is positive definite: 

O l ' s i n ^ 

v X J 
= 

( 0 ^ 

^cos<9'̂  
• = > 

'sintf'^ 

I X ) 
= 

( 0 > 

vcos6>'y 
=> 

[A'J 
-

J, 

22' cos 0' 

2 A' sin ff 

2/1' sin 0' 

2 
= 2 m 

i 

0 

0 

1 
>0 (A2.29) 

For differentiating 5' with respect to an individual effort a'., it is easier to return to the 

summation notation of (A2.25) such that the partial derivative is: 



88' 

da 7=-%-*,)fLfi (A2 

with first-order condition: 

a'^bj (A2 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 2.2: 

Take the difference between the measures for the two task assignments: 

Sx - 8° = A1 (A1
 - 2 C O S 0 ' ) - A0(A0 -2cos6>°) 

= ( / l , - l 0 ) ( 2 1 + i 0 ) - 2 ( i 1 c o s ^ - / l 0 c o s ^ 0 ) 
(A2 

By construction, 

A'cos0' = 
a'a 

a' a 

a'a 

Hal2 (A2 

such that, assuming a non-degenerate length a 1 - a 0 * 0 : 

A1 cos 01-A0 cos 0° 
a'a a°a a ' - a ^ a ' - a ^ a 

Hal2 Hall2 1|a|| a 1 - a 0 ||a|| 
;tacos6>a (A2 

where 

£ A = ^ ( a ' - a ° , a ) (A2 

It follows that: 

AS' =(Al-A°)(Al+A°)-2AAcosdA (A2 

Q.RD. 
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Proof of Corollary 2.2: 

AS' is continuous and differentiable in c o s ^ . The partial derivative of AS1 with 

respect to cos#A is negative: 

DAS' 

5cos#A -2/1A < 0 (A2.37) 

Also note that A' < 1 such that (A1 + A0) < 2 and that (A[ - A0) < AA and 

a1 H a < a1 - a l . Therefore: 

(A1-A°)(A1+A°)<2A' (A2.38) 

It follows that (note: for strictly noisy performance metrics, the weak inequalities can 

be replaced with strict inequalities): 

c o s 6 > A = l ^ A ^ = ( / l 1 - i 0 ) ( / l l + / l 0 ) - 2 ; t A = > A J ' < 0 (A2.39) 

cos 6h = 0 => AS' < 0 v Ad' > 0 (A2.40) 

cos#A = -1 => AS' = (A1 - A°)(Al + A0) + 2AA => AS' > 0 (A2.41) 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 2.3: 

Preliminaries: 

The measure of incongruity for t=0 is: 

r = 

cos6«= ^ ^ 

(A2.42) 

(A2.43) 
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«,=^i,M2>.».))2 <A 2 - 4 4 ) 
The measure of incongruity for t=l is: 

^ = % = r (A2-45) 
vZ/) 

cosg'= , v 7 ^ . 7 , (A2.46) 
V^ •tJIJff 

Part I, ra) = 0: 

The incentive rates and efforts reduce to: 

0 (Z / */m> / )(Z; ml./ )~(Z j */'"2; )(Zy ml /'"2 /) 

(z-u)(z,^-Hz/ 

/ O T 2 / 

It follows that 

(A2.48) 

vo = (I,»;"»;)(!.;"'/)-(!.;»/"•;)(Z,^^) ( A 2 4 ~ 

(z^)(z^)-(z^« " 

a) = bj, Vy (A2.50) 

vl*=bjmu (A2.51) 

v2*=Z>2/™22 (A2.52) 

a) = 6 , , Vy (A2.53) 
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Part 2, w.. = 0,z ^ j : 

If mv =0,i*j, then(i) ( £ . b ^ ) = 6yw.., (^./wly/w2y) = 0,and 

( X mli + r<J'2 ) = ml+ r(7f sucn tnat v<° = v; and (ii) (Ximtfv''j ~ m»v' ' ^ f °^ o w s that 

(A2.55) 

g.£.Z). 

Proof of Proposition 2.3: 

Part i : 

For both ij e {12,21}, the following hold: 

From Corollary 2, Part 2: 

AS' 

=m->l = 0 

mi2 ~m2i = 0 

V. > 0 , /€{0,1} 

(A2.56) 

(A2.57) 

From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2: 

(A2.58) 

Such that 

8S° 

dm,; 
m]2 - w 2 ! - 0 

= ^ - E v , ) H <0 
m1 2=m2 1 = 

(A2.59) 
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p. ol 

Because is 8{ independent of w., = 0 and it follows that: 
dm.. 

8AS' 

dm.. 

f esl ds° ̂  
dm^ dmi} 

mn=m7,=Q 

ds° 
dm,. 

> 0 (A2.60) 
m 12 = m 21 -® J 

At mn = m2l = 0, the measure of differential incongruity is zero according to (A2.56), 

but strictly increasing in both ml2 and m2l according to (A2.60). That is, AS' < 0 for at 

least some mij < 0 and A£' > 0 for at least some mv > 0. The principal thus strictly 

prefers t=l for at least some m.ti < 0 and t=0 for at least some mt. > 0. 

Part 2: 

A similar reasoning as in part 1 may be applied to the components of incongruity. 

However, it also suffices to show that there exists at least one m.. for which the 

principal trades off intensity and allocation. Take the parameters bx=b{=b 

ox =o2= a , hold mn constant at zero and set: 

mi\=- (A2.61) 

With these parameter assumptions, it is easy to verify that A1 — A0 < 0 and 

cos#' > cos#°. Some calculations give the following results: 

v° = 0 and v2° = v) (A2.62) 

a,0 = b and a\ =ba - a\ (A2.63) 

Where 
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a = - r ^ - r (A2.64) 

It follows that: 

A o = ^ = V ^ L a n d A l = ^ | = = a ( A 2 6 5 ) 

X^b±^ = tA (A2.66) 

cos6>° = - ^ = , cosfl1 = 1 and cos#A = -l/>/2 < 0 (A2.67) 
V2Vl+a 

From (A2.65) and (A2.67) it follows that t=0 has a more congruent intensity (/L° > /I1) 

but a less congruent allocation than t=l (cos<9° < cos#'). 

More formally, the measures of (differential) incongruity are: 

*0=i+^(wH( !-a)2 (A2-68) 

S1 = 1 + a (a - 2) = (1 - a)2 (A2.69) 

AS' = (a - &f)(a + &f) - 2 <!#(-£) = |(a2 -1) + (l - a) = {(l - af (A2.70) 

Comparing (A2.68) with (A2.69) shows that both linear combinations X' ~2co&6' are 

negative, and the one in S] more so than the one in S°. However, Xx - 2cos 9X is 

evaluated at X{ < X° such that on a net basis, a smaller total value is deducted from the 

normalization term (the real number 1). Thus, Sl > S°. (A2.70) captures the effects 

differently: in particular, 0A is obtuse such that cos6>A < 0. The magnitude of AS' is 

determined by the metrics' signal-to-noise ratio because dAS/da = - ( l - a) < 0 such 

that incongruity increases in the metrics' noise, consistent with the familiar incentive-

risk tradeoff. 
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Proof of Corollary 2.3: 

Part 1: 

The principal's preference for t=0 or t=l follows from the expected profit of either 

assignment. Extending the results of Chapter 1, Propositions 1.1. and 1.2, to 

simultaneous tasks and any m2X e R gives that .fifn0] > ^ [ n 1 ] for the assumptions of 

Lemma 4 if and only if: 

mx
2

x > rcr2
 A m2X e ( 0 , T M 2 1 ) (A2.71) 

m2
xx = rcr2 A w2 1 > 0 (A2.72) 

m2
xx < rcr2 A m2X € [» i 2 1 ,0 ] (A2.73) 

Where 

m2l=2mn§^r (A2.74) 

Part 2: 

Given the regularity assumptions, the relevant variables are: 

|a|| = b4l (A2.75) 

t=0: v,° = p{mx\ + rcr2 -^mx\)vf (A2.76) 

v2=/3(mfl+rcr2+^ra2)v: (A2.77) 

Where 



Such that 

With 
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fi=,}*:?\ , (A2.78) 

fijLtf 
r=^f-a (A2.79) 

30 _ S/i 
cos (9° = - ^ 4 = (A2.80) 

h=(rt+r*i+^^lr*>) (A2.81) 

r2=(mfl+ra2+^ra2) (A2.82) 

t=l: V;=^,i = {l,2) (A2.83) 

21 = a (A2.84) 

cos#'=l (A2.85) 

From comparing the intensities (A2.84) and(A2.79) it follows that 

Xx - A0 < 0 «- ^ J2j > 2/T2 (A2.86) 

With some calculations, it can be confirmed that this inequality holds if one of the 

conditions (A2.71) to (A2.73) is met. Also, with respect to allocation, it is intuitive 

from (A2.80) that cos#° < 1 for Vm21 * 0 such that a formal proof is omitted. 

To prove the statement about AS, note that: 

A*=M»la (A2-87) 



cos/9A = (A2.88) 

The measure of differential incongruity takes the following value: 

AwfifMUw,.^) 
V 

• \ a te-afZ/j-iZfi-Prjj 
(A2.89) 

A closed-form solution for m?, such that AS = 0 could not be derived. However, note 

that: 

A£l = 4 ( l - a ) 2 > 0 

AJ|_ =-4a2(l-a)2 <0 

(A2.90) 

(A2.91) 

Because Ac> = 0 is continuous in m2], it follows that 

3^2, e (m2vm2{) such that A£ = 0 (A2.92) 

Q.E.D. 


